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Cities are essential crucibles for innovation, novelty, economic prosperity and
diversity. _ey are not a mere reection of individual characteristics, but in-
stead the result of a complex interaction between people and space. Yet, little
is known about this self-organized and complex relationship. Traditional ap-
proaches have either used surveys to explain in detail how a few individuals
experience bits of a city, or considered cities as a whole from their outputs
(e.g. total crimes). _is tide has however tuned in recent years: the availability
of new sources of data have allowed to observe, describe, and predict human
behaviour in cities at an unprecedented scale and detail.
_is thesis adopts a "data mining approach" where we study urban spaces
combining new sources of automatically collected data and novel statistical
methods. Particularly, we focus on the relationship between the built environ-
ment, described by census information, geographical data, and images, and
human behaviour proxied by extracted from mobile phone traces. _e contri-
bution of our thesis is two-fold. First,we present novel methods to describe ur-
ban vitality, by collecting and combining heterogeneous data sources. Second,
we show that, by studying the built environment in conjunction with human
behaviour, we can reliably estimate the eòect of neighbourhood characteris-
tics, predict housing prices and crime. Our results are relevant to researchers
within a broad range of ûelds, from computer science to urban-planning and
criminology, as well as to policymakers.
_e thesis is structured in two parts. In the ûrst part, we investigate what
creates urban life.We operationalize the theory of Jane Jacobs, one of themost
famous authors in urban planning, who suggested that the built environment
and vitality are intimately connected. Using Web and Open data to describe
neighbourhoods, and mobile phone records to proxy urban vitality, we show
that it is possible to predict vitality from the built environment, thus conûrm-
ing Jacob’s theory.Also,we investigate the eòect of safety perception on urban
vitality by introducing a novelDeep Learning model that relies on street-view
images to extract security perception. Our model describes how perception
modulates the relative presence of females, elderly and younger people in ur-
ban spaces. Altogether, we demonstrate how objective and subjective charac-
teristics describe urban life.
In the second part of this dissertation, we outline two studies that stress
the importance of considering, at the same time, multiple factors to describe
cities. First, we build a predictivemodel showing that objective and subjective
neighbourhood features drive more than 20% of the housing price. Second,
we describe the eòect played by a neighbourhood’s characteristics on the pres-
ence of crime.We present a Bayesianmethod to compare two alternative crim-
inology theory, and show that the best description is achieved by considering
together socio-economic characteristics, built-environment, and mobility of
people. Also, we highlight the limitations of transferring what we learn from
one city to another.
Our ûndings show that new sources of data, automatically sensed from the
environment, can complement the lengthy and costly survey-based collection
of urban data and reliably describe neighbourhoods at an unprecedented scale
and breath. We anticipate that our results will be of interest to researchers
in computer science, urban planning, sociology and more broadly, computa-
tional social science.
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We begin our narrative by explaining the importance of cities, and
their eòect. We then briey outline the history of urban studies,
to then move to more recent quantitative research based on new
sources of data. Finally, we succinctly present the research ques-
tions and contributions that will become clearer in the next parts.

1
STUDY ING C IT IE S , STUDY ING PEOPLE
Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody;
only because, and only when, they are created by everybody.
— Jane Jacobs [10]
For most of human history, therewere no cities.At ûrst, our ancestors lived
either as nomads or in small villages. Just ûve thousand years ago, oncemore
complex societies emerged, cities have become the primary attraction of hu-
man life for both economic and political reasons [11]. Now, cities are perhaps
the ultimate way for humans to colonize Earth [12].
People aggregation is the cause and eòect of cities. When individuals live
together in a settlement, their social interactions grow exponentially, result-
ing in a systematic acceleration of urban life [13]. As cities get larger, they get
wealthier,more innovative, tolerant, but also unequal, chaotic and aòected by
crime [14–16]. In search for prosperity, novelty and jobs, people have always
migrated to urban areas, generating an increasing complexity in managing,
organizing and understanding cities [17]. For this reason, throughout history,
cities have been studied, planned and imagined to ûnd the ingredients for the
perfect city.
_e ûrst discussions on the ideal city can be traced back to the Renaissance,
when an orderly society based on a perfectly planned and geometric balanced
city was imagined [18]. At ûrst, cities were described as systems, deûned and
organized entities composed of elements and interactions in a state of equilib-
rium. Planning andmanagement processes were the tools believed to control
the rigid hierarchical structure of urban areas [19]. However, cities are not in
equilibrium, as they are forever changing.Nor they are rigid on their hierarchy;
they are emergent phenomena composed ofmillions of individuals constantly
deciding, moving, evolving. _us, in the late 20th century scholars started
thinking of cities as a living organism rather than staticmachine. _is analogy
was indeed the appropriate stratagem to formalize cities. In biology the enor-
mous diversity of animal kingdom can be characterized by simplemathemat-
ical equations that tie together the metabolic rate to the mass of each animal
in a predictable way. Surprising as it may seem, cities are not diòerent and the
pace of urban life is predicted to increase with size. As a city’s population dou-
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bles theGross domestic product (GDP) grows by almost 127%while requiring
only 85% of new infrastructure [14]. Similarly, as a city grows, the innovation
almost triplicates. By adopting this new perspective, researchers could for the
ûrst time describe emergent phenomena such as income, streets, u outbreaks,
and homicides using very simple equations [14, 20, 21]. _e recipe for the per-
fect city seemed at hand.
_e existing framework, however, considered cities as a whole, neglecting
the fact that extremely diverse areas oen coexist within the same city. Cities
have always been highly spatial and ethnic segregated [22, 23], economically
unequal [24–26], and unevenly plagued by crime [27]._ese diòerences, at the
level of the neighbourhood,mediate social life. People are indeed not just sub-
jected to these local patterns, they react to them, and these reactions shape the
perception, social interactions and behaviour beyond the boundary of neigh-
bourhoods [28]. _us, researchers from a variety of disciplines have studied
the diversitypresentwithin cities, suggesting a rangeof theories and approaches.
An abundant literaturehas long studied the sociologicalneighbourhood eòect [29]
on crime, showing through the Social disorganization theory that the lack of
communication and cooperation between neighbours hinders the realization
of common values and themaintenance of the social controls to promote pub-
lic order [30–35]. Similarly, urban planners and activists, such as Jane Jacobs,
have stressed the importanceof thephysical environment (e.g., sidewalks,parks,
walkability) and its direct eòect on social life [10, 36, 37]. Others, focused on
the eòects of disadvantaged districts on individual’s outcomes such as drug use,
low birthweight, and cognitive ability [38, 39]. Until recently, however, theoret-
ical advancements were limited by the high cost and sampling bias of census
and surveys data.
_is is why the advent of new data sources andmethods has acted as a real
game-changer in urban studies. _e digitalization of society has allowed to ob-
serve, understand and even predict many aspects of human mobility and so-
cial behaviour [40, 41]. Scholars have shown that individual mobility is recur-
rent [42, 43], heterogeneous [44, 45], and characterized by a set of few favourite
places [46], which are tightly coupled to individuals’ social relations [47, 48].
Collectivemobility traceswell describe the rhythm of a city [49–51], the diòer-
ent neighbourhoods [52], the temporal dynamics [49] and the social networks
of places [53, 54], but also predict socio-economic indicators such as economic
development [55, 56], deprivation [57, 58], and crime [59, 60]. Concurrently,
the availability of online geographical data and crowd-sourced experiments
has allowed to describe areas and test urban theories at an unprecedented
scale. Cities and neighbourhoods’ physical environment are now extensively
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mapped through OpenStreetMap [61]. Street-level imagery has been linked to
human perception [62, 63], urban change [64] and crime [65],while social me-
dia data has been used to describe the Point Of Interests (POIs) needs [66],
socio-economic indexes [67], tourists attractiveness [68], happiness [69] and
even urban smell [70]. Altogether, scholars have shown that mobile commu-
nication records and geographical data provide a reliable proxy for human be-
haviour and urban spaces. _ese concepts, however are not independent. Nor
it is clear what creates and inuence urban life at the level of the neighbour-
hood.
_is thesis investigates urban life, providing extensive results that describe
how the neighbourhood characteristics inuence human behaviour, speciû-
cally perception, crime, and the presence of people. Our work is best placed
in an emerging interdisciplinary ûeld called “urban computing" [71], which
combines computer science approacheswithmore traditional ûelds like urban
planning, urban economy, and urban sociology. First,we describe urban areas,
particularly neighbourhoods, their built environment, and socio-economic
conditions, relying on public and commercial data. _en, wemeasure human
behaviour, using mobile phone records. Our contribution is two-fold. First,
we present novel methods to collect and combine heterogeneous sources of
data and describe urban vitality. Secondly, we show that by studying the built
environment in conjunction with other socio-economic aspects of human be-
havior, we can reliably estimate the role played by diòerences at the level of
the neighbourhood and predict housing prices and crime. _is dissertation
is based on statistics and data mining, as tools to ûnd and study emergent
properties of cities.We develop newmodels that aims at extracting predictive
information from geographical data, high-level human perception from im-
ages, and tools to analyse cities at scale. We anticipate that our methodology
and results promise to have a great multi-disciplinary impact especially in ur-
ban studies, where the neighbourhood eòect has been long studied using tra-
ditional data. To help readers following the line of research,we describe below
the four research questions that underlie this thesis.
1.1 research issues and contributions
What are the objective characteristics that thrives urban life?
Understanding the conditions that promote urban vitality is fundamental in
order to design better cities. In her inuential book “_e Death and Life of
Great American Cities" [10], written in 1961, Jane Jacobs proposed four condi-
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tions that promote life in a city. Supposedly, neighbourhoods characterized by
amix of land uses, small blocks, high density, and diversity of buildings create
virtuous processes that increase the diversity of people and, thus, urban life.
However, these conditions were not empirically tested until recently –mainly
due to the lack of suitable data about “city life". Recently, the city of Seoul col-
lected pedestrian activity through surveys at an unprecedented scale, with an
eòort spanning more than a decade, allowing researchers to conduct the ûrst
study testing Jacobs’s conditions [72].
In Chapter 2, we test at scale Jacobs’ theory. We contribute to the ûeld by
identifying a valuable alternative to the lengthy and costly collection of activity
surveydata:mobilephone data.Alsowe collect landuse and socio-demographic
information from the Italian Census and Open Street Map, and test the four
conditions in six Italian cities. Although these cities are very diòerent from
the places for which Jacobs’s conditions were spelled out (i.e., great American
cities) and from the places in which they were recently tested (i.e., the Asian
city of Seoul),we ûnd those conditions to be indeed associatedwith urban life
in Italy as well.
_e chapter is based on research published in De Nadai et al. [1].
How does human perception inuence vitality?
Policymakers, urban planners, architects, sociologists, and economists are in-
terested in creating urban areas that are both lively and safe [10, 32, 34, 73–77].
But are safety and liveliness of neighbourhoods two independent characteris-
tics? Or are they just two sides of the same coin?
In Chapter 3, we contribute to the ûeld by connecting the levels of human
activity with the neighbourhood’s safety perception through automatically col-
lected data. We combine mobile phone data (as a proxy for activity or liveli-
ness) with scores of perceived safety estimated using a Convolutional Neural
Network trained on a dataset of Google Street View images, scored using a
crowdsourced visual perception survey [65]. We ûnd that: (i) safer looking
neighbourhoods aremore active than what is expected from their population
density, employee density, and distance to the city centre; and (ii) that the cor-
relation between appearance of safety and activity is positive, strong, and sig-
niûcant, for females and people over 50, but negative for people under 30, sug-
gesting that the behavioral impact of perception depends on the demographics
of the population. Finally, we use occlusion techniques to identify the urban
features that contribute to the appearance of safety, ûnding that greenery and
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street-facing windows contribute to a positive appearance of safety (in agree-
ment with Oscar Newman’s defensible space theory [74]).
_e chapter is based on research published in De Nadai et al. [2].
Is the housing value inuenced by the neighbourhood?
Housing costs have a signiûcant impact on individuals, families, businesses,
and governments.Estimating housing value is a challengingmulti-dimensional
problem that involves the appraisal ofmany facets of a property, its neighbour-
hood, and its city. In recent years, new sources of data and newmethods have
allowed to estimate property values frommillions of similar recently sold prop-
erties [78–80]. However, the role of neighbourhood characteristics on housing
value remains an open question.
Chapter 4 builds upon previously documented contributions of some neigh-
bourhood’s factors to housing price [81–85], testing them almost one at a time.
Our contribution is three-fold. First, we study these factors together shading
light on the role played by the neighbourhood’s characteristics such as walka-
bility and security perception. Secondly, we relax the linearity assumptions of
previous studies. Finally, we formalize this problem in a data mining setting
and now-cast housing prices from Open data, without the need for historical
transactions. Experiments involving 70,000 houses in 8 Italian cities highlight
that the neighbourhood’s vitality andwalkability seem to drivemore than 20%
of the housing value. Moreover, the use of this information improves the now-
cast by 60%.
_e chapter is based on research published in De Nadai et al. [8].
How can crime be explained by the neighbourhood? Is this knowledge transfer-
able?
According to the Social disorganization theory, the inability of a community
to realize the common values of its residents creates the ecological conditions
favorable to crime. In criminology, studies have documented that weakened
friendships, poverty, heterogeneity, and rapid population turnover are oen
linked to a weakened community’s values and, thus, higher crimes in a neigh-
bourhood [31–35]. In urban planning, the concept of local organization, care,
and common values are believed to be a virtuous consequence of the neigh-
bourhood’s built environment [10, 36, 37].. However, neighbourhoods are not
to be considered islands unto themselves, as they are embedded in a city-wide
systemof social interactions. On a daily basis, the people’s routine exposes resi-
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dents to diòerent conditions, possibilities [86] and neighbourhoods. _e exist-
ing literature, however, has focused on a single city at a time, considering only
a limited number of factors (such as only socio-economical characteristics).
Hence, our understanding of the factors inuencing crime across cultures and
cities is very limited.
InChapter 5,we contribute to the ûeld by exploring how crime is related not
only to socio-economic factors but also to the built environmental (e.g. land
use) andmobility characteristics of neighbourhoods. To that end,we integrate
multiple open data sourceswith mobile phone traces in diverse cities.We ûnd
that the mobility information and physical characteristics of the neighbour-
hood eòectively explain the emergence of crime, and improve the performance
of the traditional approaches. Moreover,we show that the ecological factors of
neighbourhoods relate to crime very diòerently from one city to another.
_e chapter is based on research published in De Nadai et al. [4].
1.2 outline
_is thesis is organized in two parts, one devoted to vitality and one to the out-
come of neighbourhoods. In Part ii, we ûrst (Chapter 2) present the objective
and physical urban characteristics of neighbourhoods that inuence urban
vitality. Here, we operationalize the Jane Jacobs’ theory through commercial,
open and mobile phone data. We end by analyzing how perception inuence
vitality, through the eye of the safety perception extracted from street-level
images (Chapter 3). Part iii concerns the research questions that are directly
linked to the outcome of the city.We depart fromChapter 4) analyzing tens of
thousands houses and their neighbourhoods to ûnd the neighbourhood eòect
on housing price. _en, Chapter 5 shows how socio-economic characteristics,
the built environment and the people’s mobility can, together, explain crime.
We also show the intrinsic limits in transferring the knowledge from one city
to the other.
Finally, Part iv ties everything together by highlighting the learned lesson
and foreseeing potential new directions.
1.3 miscellaneous notes
1.3.1 Reproducibility
Valuable research produces models that can be applied to new data and repro-
duce results. With this in mind, we released the code, intermediate data and
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instructions for all the articles presented in thismanuscript.Data and code are
freely available online in permanent repositories.
To emphasize the development of new methods and analysis, we also re-
leased a multi-source dataset of mobile phone data, social network conversa-
tions and weather information. _e data is not extensively presented here, but
it can be found in Barlacchi et al. [5].
For convenience, we here list the online repositories of the publications:
• _e Death and Life of Great Italian Cities: AMobile Phone Data Perspec-
tive1;
• Are Safer Looking neighbourhoods More Lively? A Multimodal Investiga-
tion into Urban Life2;
• _e economic value of neighbourhoods: Predicting real estate prices from
the urban environment3;
• Socio-economic, built environment, andmobility conditions associatedwith
crime: A study ofmultiple cities4.
1.3.2 Tools
_e research presented in thismanuscriptwas supported by free soware such
as Python 3.5 5, PostgreSQL 9.4 6, PostGIS 2.4 7,QGIS8 andOSRM9. However,
many Python packages were used to analyze the data. Notably, Pandas, Mat-
plotlib, Jupyter, and PyMC3 [87], but also Apache Spark10.
_is documentwas typeset using TeXstudio and LATEX._e template used is
the typographical look-and-feel classicthesis developed byAndréMiede11,
andmodiûed by Rémi Louf12.
1 Available at https://github.com/denadai2/jacobs_urban_planning
2 Available at https://github.com/denadai2/google_street_view_deep_neural
3 Available athttps://github.com/denadai2/real-estate-neighbourhood-prediction
4 Available at https://github.com/denadai2/crime-multi-city
5 Available at http://www.python.org
6 Available at https://www.postgresql.org
7 Available at https://postgis.net
8 Available at https://www.qgis.org
9 Available at http://project-osrm.org
10 Available at https://spark.apache.org
11 Available at http://code.google.com/p/classicthesis/.




Diverse cities enable convenient social interactions, face-to-face en-
counters, and a spontaneous sense of community that spurs econ-
omy, security and urban life. _is idea does not come from empir-
ical evidences or long-term studies on communities. Instead, it is
drawn from the common sense andobservation of Jane Jacobs,who
wrote the book "_e Death and Life of Great American Cities" in
1961. Many scholars have theoretically challenged this book. How-
ever, the lack of data have hindered empirical validations of both
the original and alternative theories.
In this part we ûrst analyse how Jane Jacobs’ theory can be empir-
ically veriûed through geographical and passively collected data.
_us, we analyse how objective characteristics of neighbourhoods
are correlated with presence of people. Finally, we present amodel
that analyse how subjective features, automatically extracted from
street-level imagery,might inuence the presence of people.

2
THE COND IT ION S FOR A V ITAL PLACE
To seek "causes" of poverty in this way
is to enter an intellectual dead end
because poverty has no causes.
Only prosperity has causes.
— Jane Jacobs [10]
A fundamental researchquestion that urbanplanners, sociologists and economists
are investigating is what creates urban life. _e urban sociologist Jane Jacobs
in _e Death and Life of Great American Cities [10], one of the most inuen-
tial books in city planning, introduced the urban physical environment (the
urban fabric) as an essential factor for urban vitality [10].As the book title says,
Jacobs dealt with the death and life of American cities. In its most basic form,
she argued that deathwas caused by the elimination of pedestrian activity (e.g.,
by highway construction, large-scale development projects), and that life was
created by the presence of pedestrians at all times of the day.
She argued that, to promote urban life in large cities, the physical environ-
ment should be characterized by diversity at both the district and street level.
Diversity, in turn, requires four essential conditions: (i) mixed land uses, that
is, districts should serve more than two primary functions, and that would
attract people who have diòerent purposes; (ii) small blocks, which promote
contact opportunities among people; (iii) buildings diverse in terms of age and
form, which make it possible to mix high-rent and low-rent tenants; and (iv)
suõcient dense concentration of people and buildings.
Despite their importance, those conditions have not been empirically tested
all together until recently,mainly because it is hard to collect data aboutwhich
neighbourhoods have full urban life and which have little of it. Aer an eòort
lastingmore than a decade, the city of Seoul recentlymanaged to collect pedes-
trian activity through surveys, and local researchers performed the ûrst study
testing Jacobs’s conditions in the city [72]. _e researchers found her claims
to hold in Seoul too: mixed-use, old buildings, and density all contributed to
urban life.
In this chapter,we put forward the use ofmobile phone data to complement
the lengthy and costly survey-based collection of activity data. We extract hu-
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man activity measurements from mobile phone records in six Italian cities -
Bologna, Florence,Milan, Palermo, Rome, and Turin. _ese cities are very dif-
ferent from the places in which Jacobs’s conditions were spelt out (i.e., great
American cities) and from the places in which they were recently tested (i.e.,
the Asian city of Seoul).Despite that, our results show that the four conditions
for promoting urban life do hold for Italian cities as well.
_e chapter is based upon De Nadai et al. [1] and it is organized as follows.
Section 2.1 reviews the relevant literature; Section 2.2 presents the Jane Jacobs’
theory; Section 2.3 describes the datasets and themethods; and in Section 2.4
we provide a comprehensive assessment of the predictive power of Jacobs’s
diversity conditions in the Italian context. In Section 2.5we identify ourwork’s
theoretical and practical implications, and its limitations.
2.1 state of the art
_e idea of testing urban theories using novel sources of data (e.g., social me-
dia, online images and videos, mobile phone data) has received increasing at-
tention [62, 88, 89]. _e urban sociologist Kevin Lynch showed that people
living in an urban environment create their own personal “mental map” of the
city based on features such as the areas they visit and the routes they use [90].
Hence, he hypothesized that, themore recognizable a city, themore navigable
the city. To test Lynch’s theory, Quercia et al. built a web game that crowd-
sourced Londoners’ mental images of the city [88]. _ey showed that areas
suòering from social problems such as poor living conditions and crime are
rarely present in residents’ mental images.
Researchers also investigated which urban elements people use to visually
judge a street to be safe, wealthy, and attractive using web crowd-sourcing
games [62, 89, 91], and they also studied how to identify walkable streets us-
ing the social media data of Flickr and Foursquare (e.g., unsafe streets tended
to be photographed during the day, while walkable streets were tagged with
walkability-related keywords [92]).
_e recent availability of large-scale data sets, such as those automatically
collected by mobile phone networks, opens new possibilities for studying city
dynamics at ûner and unprecedented granularity [40]. Mobile phone data rep-
resents a highly valuable proxy for human mobility patterns [41, 45, 93]. Such
data was recently used to map functional uses [94, 95], to identify places that
play a major role in the life of citizens [96], to compare cities based on their
spatial similarities and diòerences [49], and to predict socio-economic indica-
tors [55, 57], including crime [59, 60, 97].
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Researchers recently tested Jane Jacobs’s observations about crime [59, 60,
97]._ey veriûed her natural surveillance theory. She posited that people diver-
sity and presence of visitors in a neighborhood contribute to natural surveil-
lance and, as such, discourage crime: as people are moving around an area,
they eòectively become “eyes on the street" able to observe what is going on
around them.
To go beyond crime, we set out to conduct a comprehensive validation of
Jacobs’s four conditions for urban life.To do that,we gather several sets of data.
2.2 death and life of cities
In Jane Jacobs’ words, “a well-used city street is apt to be a safe street and a
deserted city street is apt to be unsafe" [10]. _is means that streets must be
used relatively continuously during the day, both by residents and by strangers.
_ese “eyes on streets" generate a virtuous loopwhich, in turn, increases public
safety, creates diverse face-to-face interactions, and contributes to the local
economy.
Jacobs spelt out four diversity requirements essential for the generation and
maintenance of urban life. First, a district should servemore than one primary
function, preferablymore than two._is attracts peoplewith diverse purposes
who end up sharing common facilities. Moreover,when primary uses are com-
bined in a way that attracts people at diòerent times of the day, then that posi-
tively impacts the local economy. For instance, a neighbourhoodwhere people
are present only during oõce hours is likely to provide only a few, if any, leisure
facilities: it would be neither eõcient nor attractive for residents. Conversely,
should a secondary function ourish by, e.g., the presence of theatres, muse-
ums or night-life places, residents would likely beneût.
Second, Jacobs argued that street blocks must be short. She observed that
large rectangular blocks are apt to thwart the eòective mixture of use and
people, resulting in paths that meet each other too infrequently. By contrast,
smaller blocks provide more intersections and thus slow down automobiles,
which, she argued, are inclined to destroy urban vitality by discouraging the
presence of pedestrian activity.
_ird, in Jacobs’s view, the buildings in a district should be diverse in terms
of age and form. _is ensures the diversity of economic activity.Diverse build-
ingsmake itpossible tohave amixtureof jobs (i.e.,high-,medium- andmoderate-
income jobs) and amixtureof tenants (e.g.,high-rent and low-rent tenants) [10,
98–100]. Her view came from observing large-scale projects in the New York
of her time: she saw that large-scale buildings did not change over time and
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hardly adapted to the environment that surrounded them; by contrast, old
buildings helped to cultivate new primary uses in the neighbourhood (e.g.,
new companieswere likely to start and initially grow in old and low-rent build-
ings).
_e fourth and ûnal condition is about a dense concentration of people and
buildings._e idea is that density fosters “lively" district that can attract people
for diòerent purposes.
Jacobs emphasized that all four factors are necessary: density alone cannot
create urban diversity, andmixed-land usewould not ourish in areaswith big
blocks and of low density.
Further, in addition to those four conditions, Jacobs talked about ‘vacuums’,
which are patches of land dedicated to a single use (e.g., transport facilities,
parks)._ose elementsmight be good or bad. Small railway stations, bus stops
and small parks may act as hubs for the pedestrian activity; but, at the same
time, if notwell managed, a park could be used only at a particular time of the
day, exposing it to deprivation and criminality.
2.3 our approach
Our approach leverages mobile Internet activity from call data records to ex-
tract proxies for urban vitality, andweb data frompublic entities (e.g., national
census) and commercial ones (e.g., Foursquare) to extract urban diversity as
per Jacobs’s four conditions. Our goal is to study the relationship between ur-
ban vitality and diversity. Next, we spell out the metrics and the regression
models we used to meet that goal.
In the 2011 Italian census, the smallest administrative unit of cities is repre-
sented by the census sections (sezioni di censimento), also called blocks. _ese
sections are delimited by street segments and are grouped with other nearby
sections to form a census area (area di censimento) called district. _e bound-
aries of a district are drawn on the basis of socio-economic conditions in away
that districts can be compared with each other in terms of, for example, pop-
ulation: districts have between 13,000 and 18,000 inhabitants1. _is is a loose
constraint, however: city administrations may ignore it and deûne their own
districts. Empirically, we verify that, in our data, a district covers an average
area of 2.47 km2 with an average population density of 10,000 people per km2
(Table 1). Jacobs did not deûne any strict criterion concerning district size: she
simply proposed that the edge of an administrative district should not exceed
1 We exclude districts that are not densely populated (e.g. the national park in Rome, the volcano
in Naples) _ese aremarked by the Italian census with an identiûer ace equal to zero.
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City #Districts Size (avg) Population (avg)
Bologna 23 3.34 15,918
Florence 21 2.89 16,633
Milan 85 1.72 14,551
Palermo 43 2.01 15,075
Rome 146 3.24 17,312
Turin 56 2.00 15,543
Table 1: Number, average size (in km2), and population of the districts in our six cities.
2.4 km, and that each district should have a minimum population of 50,000
people. Compared to that deûnition, our districts are similar in terms of area
and smaller in terms of population.
2.3.1 Sets of data
Mobile Phone Activity. Every time a mobile phone communicates, a radio
base station delivers the communication through the network, and a new call
data record is created. _is record reports the time of the communication,
and the radio base station that handled it. Diòerent types of call records ex-
ist, recording various types of communication (e.g., incoming calls, Internet,
outgoing SMS). We decided to focus on Internet activity, since it allows for
the passive reconstruction of people’s mobility: even in the absence of direct
user activity (e.g.,making/receiving a call, receiving/sending an SMS),mobile
phones can be tracked since they are likely to be connected to the Internet for
background traõc and push notiûcations.
Call records have been provided by the Semantics and Knowledge Innova-
tion Lab of Telecom ItaliaMobile, which is the largest mobile operator in Italy
with 34% of the entiremarket share2. Our data is aggregated every 60minutes,
comes from both TIM customers and roaming customers in the six cities, and
covers the time ranging from February to October 2014.
OpenStreetMap. OpenStreetMap3 (OSM) is a global project that aims to col-
laboratively create a detailed map of the world. With more than 2.1 million
contributors, it has become themost valuable and openly accessible source of
2 http://bit.ly/1LtNrFY
3 http://www.openstreetmap.com
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ISTAT code Description
P1 number of residents
E2 number of used buildings
E3 number of residential buildings
E8-E16 number of buildings in 9 age bands in the range [1919, 2011]
E17-E20 number of buildings of 4 types based on their number of oors
E21-E26 number of buildings of 6 types based on their internal apartments
ADDETTI number of employees
Table 2: ISTAT open data variables under study. _e last variable comes from the cen-
sus of industry and services (censimento dell’industria e dei servizi),while the
rest come from the census of population and housing (censimento della popo-
lazione e delle abitazioni).
information about the physical world. OSM data is composed by three data
primitives: nodes, ways and relations. Nodes deûne points in space like Point
Of Interests (which we call “places”), ways deûne roads and other linear fea-
tures, and relations reect how those elements are related to each other. Since
we focused on the geographic unit of a block (i.e., the smallest area that is sur-
rounded by street segments),we ûltered out suburban elements:wayswith tag
highways using Overpass API4, footpaths, primary roads, and proposed
roads.
CensusData._e ItalianNational Institute for Statistics (ISTAT) provides, un-
der open data licences, information gathered via the 2011 Italian Census5. We
used the census’ variables related to people and buildings (Table 2),whichwere
deûned at various geographic levels.
Land Use. Urban land-cover and land-use for Large Urban Zones (LUZs) is
mapped by theUrbanATLAS European project6._is project exploits satellite
images to categorize the city in 20 classes (e.g., agricultural areas, continuous
urban fabric)with a precision between 0.25 and 1 hectares, and accuracy above
80%. _e dataset is built and validated for 2006, while its version updated to
2012will be released at the end of 2015. However, for Turin and Rome, the new
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Infrastructures. In addition to the Urban ATLAS dataset, we used the ISTAT
statistical atlas of infrastructures (Atlante statistico delle infrastrutture)7,which
provides details on the logistic facilities (e.g., presence of railways) in Italy.
Foursquare Data. Created in 2008, Foursquare is the world leading location-
based social network. It has attractedmore than 30 million users8. _rough a
gamiûcation system, users are encouraged to check-in their geographical posi-
tion into the social network and sharing the places they visit (venues). Venues
are places whose geographical information is enriched with semantic labels
specifying details about them. _ree hierarchical levels for place categories ex-
ist in Foursquare: an abstract level grouping venues in macro categories (e.g.,
“food"); a more speciûc one (e.g., “restaurant"); and a third highly detailed
level (e.g., “_ai restaurant")9. We extracted Foursquare venues from the pub-
lic API10 for the categories in Table 3.
Group Foursquare category
NightLife Brewery, Champagne Bar, Cocktail Bar, Dive Bar, Gay Bar,
Hookah Bar, Lounge, Night Market, Night club, Other Nightlife,
Pub, Strip Club,Whisky Bar,Wine bar, Nightlife Spot
Art-night Laser Tag,Movie_eater,Music Venue, Performing Arts
Services Medical Center, Library, Government Building, Military Base,
Post Oõce
Eating-drinking Food
Org. activity Comedy Club, Country Dance Club, Salsa Club, Club, Commu-
nity Center, Cultural Center, Library, Social Club, Spiritual
Outside Park, Plaza, Pedestrian Plaza
Commercial Shop& Service (excludingATM, Construction, EVCharging,Gas
Station / Garage, Newsstand)
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2.3.2 Jacobs’s metrics
We extracted several variables to quantify the four conditions (Table 4), and
we will detail them next.
2.3.2.1 Land use
_e ûrst of Jacobs’s four conditions is to have mixed primary uses in a dis-
trict [10]. Primary categories include residential buildings, oõces, industrial
facilities, entertainment places, education facilities, recreation facilities,muse-
ums, libraries, and galleries.





Pi, j log(Pi, j)
log(n)
(1)
where Pi, j is the percentage of square footage with land use j in district i, and
n is the number of possible land uses (in our case, n = 3). If district i’s land
is dedicated to one use only, then LUMi is zero; instead, if the land is used
equally in all n ways, then LUMi is one. _e higher LUMi , the more mixed
i’s land use. We deûned the three land uses following the recommendations
in [102]: the ûrst land use is “residential"; the second includes the categories
“commercial", “institutional and governmental", and “resource and industrial";
and the third includes “park and recreational" and “water".
Since well-managed parks might well function as hubs for pedestrian activ-
ity, we deûned the average distance from the nearest small park (area smaller
than 1 km2) for each district i:





dist( j, closest( j, SM)))−1 (2)
whereBi is the setof blocks indistrict i, closest( j,Y) is a function thatûnds the
geographically closest element in set Y from block j’s centroid, SM is the set
of small parks, and dist(a, b) is the geographic distance between two elements’
centroids a and b.
We also computed the Residential/Non-Residential (RNR) balance in dis-
trict i as:




whereResi is the areaoccupied by residentialbuildings indistrict i, andNonResi
is the area occupied by non-residential ones. _e higher RNRi , the more bal-
anced the district in terms of residential vs. non-residential uses.
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Land use Distribution µ
(1) Land usemix 0.73
(2) Closeness to small parks (SPs) 1× 10−3
(3) Residential vs. Non-Res. 0.67
(4) Housing types 4.98
(5) Commercial 0.30
(6) Nightlife 0.10
(7) Nightlife density 1× 10−5
(8) Daily 0.02
(9) 3rdPlaces 1× 10−4
Small blocks
(10) Block area 9.61
(11) Intersections density 1× 10−4
(12) Anisotropicity 0.38
Aged buildings
(14) building age 50.34
(16) σbuilding age 12.96
(17) Employees per company 6.98
Concentration
(18) Population density 0.01
(19) Employment density 5× 10−3
(20) population densityemployee density 3.72
(21) ∣internal apartments∣∣buildings∣ 15.31
(22) Density of daily places 5× 10−3
(23) Density non-daily places 3× 10−3
Vacuums
(24) Closeness to large parks 3× 10−3
(25) Closeness to railways 1× 10−3
(26) Closeness to highways 6× 10−4
(27) Closeness to water 1× 10−3
Mobile phone activity
(28) Activity density 3.84
Table 4: Urban diversity metrics plus mobile Internet activity. Most variables are not
normally distributed. Density measures are computed with surface area in
m2, and closeness measures are the inverse of the distance (1/m).
To go beyond horizontal land use and look at vertical development,we com-
puted the average number of oors per building in district i and called it ‘hous-
ing types’ (as [72] did):
Housing typesi =
∑c hc,i ⋅ zc
∑c hc,i
(4)
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where hc,i is the number of buildings that are in height category c in district i,
and zc is the number of oors corresponding to height category c. _e sums
were repeated over all height categories (i.e., over the categories E17-E20 in
Table 2).
_e previous deûnitions have characterized spatial use in terms of land use
and building use. However, activities are important too. Jacobs argued formix-
ing primary uses so that people are on the street at diòerent times of the day.To
characterize spatial use in terms of activities, upon Foursquare data, we deter-
mined whether each place is used daily (e.g., convenience stores, restaurants,
sport facilities) or not, and whether it is used at night or daylight [72]. Based
on that, we deûned:
Commerciali =
















dist( j, closest( j,D)))−1 (8)
where area(Ni) is the surface area of neighbourhood Ni , D is the set of places
that are used daily, and Bi is, again, the set of street blocks in district i.
Also, not all activities are equal. Some activities are more ‘social’ than oth-
ers. To capture this, we resorted to the concept of third places. _ese are de-
ûned byOldeburg [103] as the “great, good places" that foster community and
communication among people outside home (the ûrst place) and work (the
second place): “they are places where people gather primarily to enjoy each
others’ company". _ird Places function as unique public spaces for social in-
teraction, providing a context for sociability, spontaneity, community building





We determined whether a place is a third place or not by following the 4-
category classiûcation proposed by Jeòres et al. [105]. _ird places fall into
these four categories: eating, drinking and talking (e.g., coòee shops, bars, pubs,
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restaurants, and cafes); organized activities contributing to social capital [106]
(e.g., places of worship, clubs, organizations, community, and senior centres);
outdoor (e.g., plazas and parks); and commercial venues (e.g., stores, malls,
shopping centres,markets, beauty salons, and barber shops).
2.3.2.2 Small blocks
Jacobs listed the presence of small blocks as the second necessary condition for
diversity. Small blocks are believed to support stationary activities and provide
opportunities for short-term and low-intensity contacts, easing interactions
with other people in a relaxed and relatively undemanding way. Speciûcally,
she stated that “lowly, unpurposeful and random as theymay appear, sidewalk
contacts are the small change from which a city’s wealth of public life may
grow”. She criticized super-blocks and rectangular blocks, which constrain ur-
ban mobility with high travel distances and limited opportunities of cross-use.
_e easiestway to identify small blocks is to compute the average block area







where netarea(N j) is the area(N j) excluding unpopulated patches such as
rivers and natural parks.
Since a district with high intersections density is likely to contribute to ran-





Finally, since block size is distributed as a power law P(area) ∼ 1arear with
r ∼ 2, we characterized a district i by its average shape anisotropicity [107] of







whereΦ j is the ratio between the area of the block j and the area of its circum-





_e quantity Φ j is always smaller than one, and the larger its value, the less
anisotropic block j, themore opportunities for contacts the block creates.
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2.3.2.3 Aged buildings
Jacobs stressed the importance of having old buildings in a district. If a district
has only new buildings, then it would have only enterprises that can support
the high costs of new constructions. If it has old buildings too, instead, itwould
be able to incubatenew small enterprises that cannot aòordhigh rents, and that
will beneût the local economy in the long run: “If the incubation is successful
enough, the yield of the building can, and oen does, rise" [10].
As a ûrst measure, we computed the average building age in district i:
Building agei =
∑b ∣buildingb,i ∣ ⋅ age(b)
∑b ∣buildingb,i ∣
(14)
_is measures how old, on average, a building in district i is. Since age is ex-
pressed in age bands in the Italian census (the ûrst band is E8 in Table 2, and
the last is E16),we needed to compute the temporal length of each band. More
speciûcally, for each band b in the range [startb, endb], we computed:
age(b) =
(last− startb)+ (last− endb)
2
(15)
where last is the year of the latest built building in thewhole census data._en,
in equation (14), we weighted age band b’s temporal length (oldb) by the num-
ber of buildings in that band (∣buildingb,i ∣), and that gave us the average age of
the district’s buildings.







where σ2 is the standard deviation of the number of buildings in each band.
_e higher the standard deviation, the higher the district’s heterogeneity in
terms of building age.
Finally,we computed the average number of employees per company in dis-
trict i:






where Fi is the set of companies in district i.
2.3.2.4 Concentration
Jacobs’s fourth and ûnal condition is about having concentration of (both resi-
dential andnon-residential)buildings andofpeople. Similarly to Sung et al. [72],
we computed two sets of concentrationmeasures: one for people, and the other
for buildings.
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First, population and employment density measures were calculated divid-









We then computed the interaction term between those two measures as the




_e higher it is, the more residents (as opposed to employees) in the district.
Diòerent values correspond to districts with diòerent social textures.






which is the average number of apartments per building.
Finally, as we have done previously, to go beyond people and buildings and
look at activities, we computed:








_ese two quantities are not totally anti-correlated to each other since not
all places can be classiûed as being fully daily vs. non-daily.
2.3.2.5 Vacuums
Border vacuums are places that act as physical obstacles to pedestrian activ-
ity. For instance, parks can be a hub of pedestrian activity, if eõciently man-
aged [10], but they could also be deplorable places in which criminality our-
ishes (especially at night). In a similar way, the proximity to expressways may
discourage pedestrian activity or may eòectively connect diòerent parts of the
city. _is is what Jacobs called “the curse of border vacuums".
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_erefore, we needed to identify large areas with single use. From OSM, we
took parks11, and, from the Urban ATLAS, we took railway areas, fast transit
zones, rivers, lakes, and highways. _at extraction allowed us to build the sets
of large parks LP, railways R, highways H and water areas W .
To verify the impact of a type of vacuum area, say, that of large parks on
a district, we calculated the average distance between a district’s block (i.e.,
smallest area surrounded by street segments) and its closest large park:





dist( j, closest( j, LP)))−1 (24)
where dist( j, closest( j, LP) is the distance between block j and its closest large
park. _e sumof distances is done over all blocks in district i (Bi is indeed the
set of district i’s blocks).
_e next type of vacuum area is that of railways. Our dataset did not dif-
ferentiate between rails and stations. However, in terms of pedestrian activity,
the two diòer: oen, rails act as obstacles of activity, while stations act as hubs.
To incorporate that distinction, we excluded the stations (i.e., the 600-meter
buòer areas around them) from the set R of railways, and computed:





dist( j, closest( j,R)))−1 (25)
In a similarway,we computed the average distance between a district’s block
and its closest highway, and its closest water area:





dist( j, closest( j,H)))−1 (26)





dist( j, closest( j,A)))−1 (27)
where H and A are the sets of highways and of water areas.
2.3.3 Activity density
As it has been extensively done in previous work, we used mobile Internet
activity as a proxy for urban vitality.
To roughly estimate the number of Internet connections that fell into each
district,we represent theurban space as a setof 2-dimensional,non-overlapping,
11 We took areas identiûed by leisure=park, ûltering out the parks with barrier.
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and non-convex polygons. _ese polygons come from a Voronoi tessellation
based on the radio stations’ positions.
_en, to estimate the number of Internet call records Si(t) in each district





area(v)− area(v ∩W ′)
(28)
where v is the Voronoi polygon of the antenna’s coverage, and Rv(t) is the
number of Internet connections in v at time t. _e count of Internet connec-
tions isweighted by area(v∩i)area(v)−area(v∩W′) ,which is the proportion of the antenna’s
area that falls into district i, divided by the total area of the antenna’s coverage,
where we removed sea areas denoted by W ′ as we consider negligible all the
Call Details Record produced in the sea.
_en, having Si(t), we computed a district’s activity density as the average
number of Internet connections throughout a typical business day, divided by
the district’s area. _e results for Milan and Rome are shown in Figure 1. _e
normalization of surface area makes it possible to compare the activities of
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Figure 1: District activity density in Milan (le) and Rome (right), and their corre-
sponding values of mixed land use (LUM). _e activity density maps show,
perhaps as expected, that vitality is higher in city centre than in the periph-
eral parts of the city._e violin plots show that the neighbourhoods inRome
exhibit, on average, high land-usemix, whileMilan has a wider distribution
showing even neighbourhood with only one land use.
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2.3.4 _e regression model
We used an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model to evaluate the relationship
between each district’s structural diversity (Section 2.3.2) and the district’s ac-
tivity density (Section 2.3.3).
Since most of the regression variables were skewed, we transformed them.
More speciûcally, we log-transformed activity density using the natural log-
arithm, and transformed the structural diversity metrics using the Box-Cox
method [108].To avoid over-ûtting,we did split the data into training set (75%)
and test set (25%), and repeated our measurements 1000 times using a shuøe
split cross-validation.
We created six linear models. First, we created ûve models, each of which
had one of the ûve sets of Jacobs’s metrics as independent variables (i.e., we
separately analyzed land use, small blocks, aged buildings, concentration, and
vacuums). _ose models always had activity density as dependent variable.
_e resulting coeõcients are shown in the ûrst ûve columns of Table 5. We
then had a combined model by selecting the independent variables through
both recursive feature elimination and stability selection [109]. _e resulting




Mixed land usematters only in cities inwhich functional useswere historically
separated like in the case ofMilan.By looking at the ûrst two predictors of land
use in Table 5, one learns that mixed land use does not contribute neither pos-
itively nor negatively. _at is because not all cities are equal: land use in Rome
ismixed (Figure 1),whileMilan is separated in functional areas.Consequently,
inMilan, vitality is experienced only in themixed districts. However, the high-
est beta coeõcient concerning land use is found to be related to the presence
of third places (β = 0.3972). Daily errands are important, but third places are
more so (with a Spearman’s correlation of 0.8337 with activity density). _ese
places are public places in which people can hang out for good company and
lively conversations, putting aside the concerns of home and work (their ûrst
and second places) [103]. Examples of such places include pubs, coòee shops,
and taverns.
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Land use Small blocks Aged buildings Concentration Vacuums Combined
Ad jR2 0.70 0.63 0.40 0.73 0.19 0.77
Land usemix (1) 0.023




Housing types (4) 0.195*** 0.185***
Commercial (5) 0.013
Night-life (6) 0.011
Night-life density (7) -0.110*
Daily (8) 0.044
3rdPlaces (9) 0.397***
Block area (10) 0.061
Intersections density (11) 0.738*** 0.191***
Anisotropicity (12) 0.046
building age (14) 0.368***
σbuilding age (16) 0.226***
Employees per company (17) -0.077
Population density (18) -0.148
Employment density (19) 0.740*** 0.434***
population density
employee density (20) 0.302*
∣internal apartments∣
∣buildings∣ (21) 0.022
Density of daily places (22) 0.204**
Density non-daily places (23) 0.106
Closeness large parks (24) 0.138**
Closeness railways (25) 0.174***
Closeness highways (26) -0.345*** -0.101***
Closeness water (27) 0.099
3rdPlaces
× Closeness to highways
0.068**
Closeness to SPs
× Closeness to highways
-0.078**
Table 5: Linear regression models that predict district activity density. Each column is
a diòerent model. For each model’s column, the table reports themodel’s pre-
dictive power (AdjustedR2 in the ûrst row) and the β coeõcients. Blank cells
correspond to variables that are absent from the model. As for statistical sig-
niûcance, we use the following notation: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
.
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2.4.2 Small blocks
Continental European cities do not have the super-blocks typical of Ameri-
can cities. _is is especially true in Italy, so it comes at no surprise that block
size does not greatly matter (β = 0.0615 in model “small blocks” of Table 5).
By contrast, the density of intersections does matter: vibrant urban areas are
those with dense streets, which, in fact, slow down cars andmake it easier for
pedestrian to cross [110], creatingwhat Jane Jacobs called the “sidewalk ballet”.
_is ‘ballet’ goes beyond simple pedestrian activity. It is about informal con-
tacts and public trust (e.g., children playing on the street, adults other than
their parents paying attention to them, leaving home keys with shopkeepers).
To increase the potential for such types of interactions, it is essential to be able
to look into each others’ eyes, and only small streets could foster that.
2.4.3 Aged buildings
In largeAmerican cities, Jacobsobserved thatneighbourhoodswith aged build-
ings tended to have a diversiûed local economy. Bymingling building of vary-
ing age and conditions (i.e.,mixing expensive buildingwith “a good lot ofplain,
ordinary, low-value old buildings, rundown old buildings”), a neighbourhood
attracts not only standardized and high-earning enterprises but also ordinary
and innovative ones. Aged buildings were a rarity in American cities. Back in
her days, Jacobs noted: “in Miami Beach, where novelty is the sovereign rem-
edy, hotels ten years old are considered aged and are passed up because others
are newer” [10]. Decisions about which buildings get to stay and which get to
go depend on culture: they are inuenced by the relationship that a culture
has with time and place. In a neighbourhood, the patina of time may be re-
tained, imitated, or removed, as Kevin Lynch puts it [111]. In Western Europe,
the idea of preservation appeared about 1500 and, since then, retention is by
far preferred over removal.As a result, Italian districts are deûned by age.Cen-
tral areas are the ancient ones and their surrounding areas followed over time -
each district ended up having its own era.Consequently, in the Italian context,
mixing buildings of diòerent eras is not as important as (or, rather, as possible
as) it is in the American context.
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2.4.4 Concentration
_e last of Jacobs’s conditions is about dense concentration of people and build-
ings. In our cities, themost informative purpose is that of oõce work (highest
beta coeõcient for the column named “Concentration” of Table 5). _is is rea-
sonable as the previous three conditions (embedded in the regression) speak
to the vitality contributed by residents, and this fourth condition adds to it the
vitality contributed by dwellers who likely work in the district.
2.4.5 Border vacuums
Finally, looking at the “vacuums" model in Table 5, we observe little eòect of
border vacuums. Surprisingly, railways or rivers - which might hamper pedes-
trian activity at times - seem, instead, to be eòectively integrated in the social
fabric of active districts. However, as one expects, highways are not: in general,
being close to them ends up being detrimental (β = −0.3457 in the “vacuums"
column and β = −0.1018 in the “combined" column).
Figure 2 shows to which extent (in terms of β coeõcients) each of Jacobs’s
four conditions explains district activity.
2.5 discussion and implications
Taken together, our results suggest that Jacobs’s four conditions for maintain-
ing a vital urban life hold for Italian cities aswell (see Figure 2). From Figure 2
and the last column of Table 5, we see that as much as 77% of the variability of
district activity is explained by simple structural and static features.As Figure 3
details, even individual features are strongly associated with activity.
Also, the extent towhich the diòerent features matter does not dramatically
change across cities.Topartly verify that,we took the largest and smallest cities:
Rome and Florence. As Figure 4 suggests, all the main features mattered to a
very similar extent.
Based on our ûndings, to paraphrase the four conditions in the Italian con-
text, wemight say that:
Active Italian districts have dense concentrations of oõce workers,
third places at walking distance, small streets, and historical build-
ings.















Figure 2:_e predictive power of Jacobs’s features. _e bar size is proportional to the
absolute β value in the linear regression model. _e ûrst column shows in-
dividual features, and the second shows grouped features. _e three groups
- concentration, land use, and small blocks - plus vacuum areas explain 77%
of the activity density variability.
Aer having operationalized Jane Jacobs’s four conditions, we now discuss
ourwork’s practical and theoretical implications, and the questions it le open.
Practical Implications.We foresee several practical implications of ourwork:
City dashboards. Part of our work could inform the selection of which fea-
tures should go into a city dashboard. We have shown that a variety of
structural features of the built environment are closely linked to district
activity. Given the importance of those features and the ease with which
they couldbe computeduponweb andoõcialdata, citydashboards could
show and track them and, in so doing, could support well-informed de-
cisions by policy makers, urbanists, and architects.
Quantifying regulatory interventions. In his book ‘A City is Not a Tree’ [112],
ChristopherAlexander argued that the variety and diversity essential for































































Figure 3: Plots of district activity as a function of intersection density, housing types,
employment density, and closeness to highways. A district’s activity is
strongly associated with the district’s static structural features.
urban vitality was being destroyed by the implementation of zoning laws.
Our work has focused on urban diversity features, the very features that
zoning laws impact. To track the impact of a regulation, one now knows
which features to contrast before and aer the implementation of the reg-
ulation.
Place recommendation. How to best place retail stores? Researchers have re-
cently tried to answer that question with semi-automatic mechanisms
that identify the amenities that are missing from a neighbourhood. Hi-
dalgo et al. [66] analysed the economic diversity of neighbourhoods to
recommend new places for them. Similar analyses could proût from the
addition of ourwork’s structural features to the already present economic
ones.
_eoretical Implications. Someof Jane Jacobs’s theories continue tobe contro-
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Figure 4:_e β coeõcients of two city-speciûc linear regressionmodels for Roma and
Firenze.
versial, while others have been criticized for their non-veriûability. _is study
showed that those theories not only are veriûable but also are still important
today and valid in the European context too.
Limitations. Our measure of activity has been assumed to be a good proxy
for city’s vitality. However, that measure has le out one important factor that
might be extracted in the future: temporal dynamics of district activity (e.g.,
diòerences between day and night). Also, if one were to have individual calls
records instead of (as in our case) aggregate ones, one could well extract ad-
ditional factors: duration of individual stays, radius of gyration, and identi-
ûcation of particular segments of the population (e.g., pedestrians vs. non-
pedestrians, residents vs. dwellers). Finally, it would be diõcult to fully repli-
cate this study without call records. _ose records were diõcult to obtain in
the past but have now been increasingly made publicly available by telecoms
operators for research purposes [5].
Future work. In this chapter we explored, for the ûrst time, how almost static
features of the built environment can predict a dynamic dimension such as
human behaviour. However,we did not explore the temporal dimension.Does
people behaviour follow the changes of neighbourhoods? What is the latency
and the impact of this change? Urban phenomena such as gentriûcation are
profoundly changing neighbourhoods in many cities in the world by oòering
diòerent point of interests, impacting crime, but also the life of people. _us,
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a possible new research direction could be based upon existing preliminary
work on early sign of gentriûcation from urban and big data [113, 114], collect
timestamped data of the built environment and people, and predict vitality
over time.
However, a number of challenges are also apparent.Collecting timestamped
data is very demanding and might not be possible for some variables based
on census, which is usually collected every ten years. Moreover, alternative
sources of data such as Street-view imagery is not tested as well over time.
Additionally, futurework could address the relationship of the built environ-
ment with human behaviour in diòerent cities in the world. _e Jane Jacobs
theory was indeed based on the qualitative observation of a few neighbour-
hoods in New York. Although this theory is now empirically tested in some
cities in Italy and Seoul, there is no evidence the indexes works at the same
way in cities that are historically and culturally diverse. Our framework based
onOpenData andCDRs is potentially applicable all over theworld._is opens
wide possibilities to qualitative and quantitative comparative analysis of urban
characteristics and inuences across countries. We will explore this direction
in Chapter 5.
2.6 summary
For the ûrst time, we veriûed Jane Jacobs’s four conditions necessary for the
promotion of urban life in the Italian context.We have done so by operational-
izing her concepts in new ways: we used mobile phone records to extract a
proxy for urban vitality, and web data to extract structural proxies for urban
diversity. As Jacobs envisioned, vitality and diversity are intimately linked.
Until now, the research communityhas reliedon limited data sets that reect
how a group of people experience bits of the city. Herewe have found thatweb
data andmobile records oòer insights on howmost urban dwellers experience
entire cities. Web data (especially Open Street Map data) is available around
the world, and mobile phone records have been increasingly made publicly
available by telecoms operators in search of new business models. As such,
our study can be replicated at scale without resorting to lengthy and costly
survey-based data collection.
By collecting bread crumbs from cell phones, social media, and participa-
tory platforms, researchers will increasingly rely on data sets orders ofmagni-
tude richer than previous urban studies data sets [115] and, consequently, they
will be able to test traditional urban theories in ûne-grained detail - a totally
new way to look at cities.

3
HOW PERCEPT ION IN FLUENCE S V ITAL ITY
Consider a sidewalk. Some litter accumulates.
Soon,more litter accumulates.
Eventually,
people even start leaving bags of trash
from take-out restaurants there
or even break into cars.
— James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling [76]
Does a neighbourhood’s appearance of safety aòect how active it is? For
decades scholars from a variety of disciplines, butmainly from urban planning,
have been exploring the potential connection between a neighbourhood’s ap-
pearance of safety and its levels of human activity.
As seen in the previous chapter, Jane Jacobs introduced the eyes-on-the-
street [1], or natural surveillance hypothesis [116], which suggests that citizens
can maintain the safety of their neighbourhoods naturally through continued
surveillance. For natural surveillance to take place, however, Jacobs argued
that neighbourhoods needed to have certain physical qualities, such as well lit
streets and buildings with street facing windows. Jacobs’ idea that the physi-
cal quality of a neighbourhood can enhance its safety was later expanded by
Oscar Newman’s defensible space theory [74].Defensible space theory expands
on the idea of natural surveillance by suggesting that neighbours will bemore
likely to protect an area when there are clear physical demarcations separat-
ing what is considered public and private property [73, 74]. Examples of archi-
tectural markers of defensible space are archways in the entrance of building
complexes, or staircases in the entrance of townhouses. _ese archways and
staircases do not only serve an aesthetic purpose, but also, signal the bound-
ary between a city’s public space and the private and semi-private spaces that
neighbours are expected to watch and defend.
In this chapter, we strengthen the link between Jacobs’ and Newman’s theo-
ries by asking whether safer looking neighbourhoods aremore likely to expe-
riencemore human activity–and hence, experiencemore natural surveillance.
We explore this connection, by combining computer vision methods, that can
be used to measure the physical characteristics of neighbourhoods [65, 117–
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119], with mobile phone data, which has become a common proxy for human
activity [41, 55, 120–122], for two Italian cities (Rome and Milan). _e combi-
nation of computer vision and mobile phone data helps us test whether safer
looking neighbourhoods are more active, and therefore, if neighbourhoods
that look physically safer could be experiencing more natural surveillance.
Our data provides support for a connection between appearance and ac-
tivity. Using spatially ûltered multivariate regressions we ûnd that neighbour-
hoods that are perceived as safer are more active than what is expected from
their population density, the density of employees, and their distance to the
city centre. Also, we ûnd that the perception of safety appears to modulate
the relative population of females and adults, with unsafer looking neighbour-
hoods experiencing a lower number of female and people over 50 than safer
looking neighbourhoods. Conversely, we ûnd that younger populations are
disproportionatelymore active in unsafe looking neighbourhoods. Finally,we
use occlusion techniques to identify the areas of an image that trigger a positive
or negative evaluation of safety in the Artiûcial Neural Network, ûnding that
greenery and street facing windows tend to be associated with higher levels of
safety, as suggested byOscarNewman’s defensible space theory._ese observa-
tional results strongly suggest–but don’t causally prove–that the appearance of
neighbourhoods has an eòect on their levels of human activity, and potentially,
on a neighbourhood’s level of natural surveillance.
_e chapter is based upon De Nadai et al. [2] and it is organized as follows.
Section 3.1 reviews the relevant literature; Section 3.2 presents the sets of data
and describes themethods; and in Section 3.3 we provide our results.
3.1 state of the art
_e connection between urban perception and human activity speaks primar-
ily to two streams of literature. _e ûrst one is the stream of literature focused
on the environmental factors contributing to crime, which has a long tradi-
tion in criminology and urban sociology.While our chapter does not focus on
crime per se, the connection between the physical appearance of neighbour-
hoods and natural surveillance suggested by Jacobs and Newman makes our
results relevant to that stream of literature [10, 73, 74]. _e second one is the
stream of literature using surveys, and more recently, computer vision meth-
ods to quantify people’s perception of urban environments [65, 123, 124].
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3.1.1 neighbourhood appearance and crime
Beyond Jacob’s andNewman’s theories, themostwidely known theory suggest-
ing a connection between urban perception and crime is the broken windows
theory (BWT) ofWilson and Kelling [75, 76]. _e BWT is the hypothesis that
urban incivilities, such as broken windows and litter, promote criminal activ-
ity. _e classical mechanism used to justify the theory says that urban inci-
vilities signal lawlessness, and may cause the oòenders of small incivilities to
scale their criminal behaviour tomore predatory forms of crime if they are not
reigned in. _e policy implications of the BWT, however, vary from commu-
nity policing—the promotion of ties between police oõcers and their commu-
nities—to zero-tolerance polices, which promote cracking down on all minor
oòences to deter more serious forms of crime.
Evidence in favour of the broken windows theory has been presented by
Kelling andColes [75],who looked at data and stories fromNewYork to Seattle
to argue that community policing is an eòective way to deter more serious
forms of crime. Kelling and Sousa [77] provide additional evidence by using
an extensive dataset on crime, demographics, and economic data from New
York City. More recently, Corman andMocan [125] used New York City data
on the policing of misdemeanours (as a proxy for broken windows policing),
and on robbery, car the, and grand larceny, to provide evidence in support of
broken windows policing.
_e broken windows theory is also supported by a few ûeld experiments,
such as those conducted byKeizer et al. in _eNetherlands [126]. In six exper-
iments, Keizer et al. intervened environments by spraying graõti on walls, or
leaving supermarket carts unattended and studied the behaviour of subjects,
in both the presence and absence of disorder, to seewhen people broke norms
(such as littering). _eir data showed a signiûcant increase in people’s norm
breaking behaviour when they were in the presence of disorder.
But not all of the evidence collected to test the BWT, and its policy implica-
tions, is favourable to it [127]. In a 2006 paper, Bernard Harcourt re-analysed
the data presented by Kelling and Sousa [77] and found no evidence of the ef-
fectiveness of the brokenwindows policing [128]. More recently,Harcourt and
Ludwig used a dataset ofmore than ûy thousandmarijuana related arrests to
provide evidence that community policing is not only ineòective, but that it
also unfairly targets minorities [129].
Moreover, the BWT has been criticized by work showing that the social and
ethnic context of a neighbourhood may matter more than urban disorder. In
Sampson et al. [30] and Sampson and Raudenbush [32, 34], community data
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from Chicago was used to argue that racial and economic context weremore
predictive of disorderly behaviour than physical disorder. To help bridge their
results with the literature, Sampson and Raudenbush [32] proposed an alter-
native interpretation of the theory, where both neighbourhood disorder and
crime, are manifestations of a lack of informal forms of control within disen-
gaged and distrusting communities._e reframed theory, therefore, interprets
the link between disorder and crime as amanifestation of the lack of informal
forms of social control and organization.
3.1.2 _e social and computational image of the city
_e second literature our chapter speaks to is the literature measuring urban
perception and understand its social and economic implications. _e original
literature on this topic can be traced back to seminal work by the urbanist
Kevin Lynch [130], who interviewed people in Boston, Jersey City, and Los
Angeles, to understand the large scale image of cities that peoplemade in their
heads. _iswork on a city’s imageability was later continued by social psychol-
ogists like Stanley Milgram [131], and by urbanists like Jack Nasar [124, 132],
who created evaluativemaps of cities, also using survey methods.
More recently,however, this literature started leveraging crowdsourcing [65]
and computer vision methods [119, 123] to improve the scale, precision, and
resolution of the evaluativemaps created.
On the data collection side of this literature, Salesses et al. [65] created a
large crowdsourced visual perception survey tomeasure people’s perception of
streetscapes, and to create comparable evaluativemaps for New York, Boston,
Linz, and Salzburg, which they also used to measure the segregation and in-
equality of experiences in these cities, and to show that violent crime correlates
with the variance of appearance of safety in an area.
_ese new sources of crowd-sourced data gave rise to studies looking to un-
derstand the features of an image that explain how streetscapes are perceived.
On a recent study,Quercia et al. [118] investigatedwhich visual aspects of Lon-
don neighbourhoods make them appear beautiful, quiet and/or happy. A re-
lated study by Porzi et al. [119] identiûed the visual elements that contributed
to an image’s perceived level of safety.
But to scale the study of urban perception to multiple cities, and to high
spatial resolutions, researchers begun developing computer vision methods
to scoremillions of images [123]. _ese computer vision approaches build on
research predicting human perception from visual data [133–135] and on re-
search analysing visual streetscapes for city understanding [136–141]._e latter
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of these two lines of research has been fuelled by the widespread availability
of geolocated image data, such as Google Street View maps or city snapshots
publicly shared on social networks (e.g. Flickr, Instagram) [136, 141, 142].Using
geotagged image dataDoersch et al. [138] showed that geographically represen-
tative visual elements, like architecture styles, can be automatically discovered
from StreetView Imagery. In a dynamic study,Naik et al. [117] used computer
vision and images from diòerent time periods tomeasure urban change, and to
study the factors that contribute to neighbourhood improvement. Computer
vision methods have also been used to show that a city’s visual attributes work
as proxy of social and economic characteristics, such as crime rates and prox-
imity to local businesses [137, 140], or census characteristics, such as income
and inequality [143].
_is new wave of research has beneûted from advances in deep learning,
which have been used not only tomeasure appearance, but also for place recog-
nition. Zhou et al. [141] introduced Places205 Dataset, a large data collection
gatheringmore than 7million labeled pictures of scenes._ey achieve state-of-
the-art classiûcation results by training deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). More recently, Arandjelović et al. [136] introduce NetVLAD, a mod-
iûed CNN architecture able to address large scale visual place recognition.
In this work, we build on top of recent work in place recognition [136, 141]
to ûne-tune a deep CNN architecture and show experimentally that under
scarce training data, sample augmenting helps achieve state-of-the-art results
on safety prediction from streescape images.
3.2 our approach
_is section focuses on investigating the relationship between the appearance
of safety and the activity or liveliness of neighbourhoods in Rome andMilan.
To achieve this goal we estimate the appearance of safety for diòerent districts
of the city by spatially aggregating the safety scores obtained from the images
within these areas, and then, observe people’s activity usingmobile phone data.
We densify our maps by collecting additional images and scoring them using
computer vision to achieve enough coverage. Finally, we spatially aggregate
scores including census tracts for the 2011 Italian census. In the reminder of
this section we explain themethodology used to score images and to measure
activity.
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3.2.1 Sets of data
We start by describing the datasets used to estimate urban appearance, and
human activity.
Urban appearance data. We use urban appearance data from the Place Pulse
dataset1. Place Pulse is a large, crowdsourcing project on human perception of
cities. _e data collection is designed as an online game, where participants
are shown two images of streetscapes and are asked to choose one image in
response to an evaluativequestion such as:Whichplace looks safer?Or:Which
place looks more lively? A score is later computed for each image using the
TrueSkill [144] algorithm.
Place Pulse begun as Place Pulse 1.0 (PP1), which scored 4,109 images from
two US cities (New York City and Boston) and two European cities (Linz and
Salzburg), and was launched publicly in 2011. PP1 scored images across three
evaluative dimensions: Safety, Upper-Class and Unique.
_e current version of Place Pulse (Place Pulse 2.0), launched publicly in
July 2013, extended the data collection eòort to 56 cities from all continents (ex-
cept Antartica) and to six evaluative questions: Safety,Wealthy, Boring, Lively,
Depressing and Beautiful. For more details, please see Dubey et al. [145]
Herewe use data from the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset forMilan and Rome (PP2-
I). _e data includes 3,897 images that received about 25,000 evaluations for
their perception of safety2 - corresponding to an average of 7.6 clicks per image.
Mobile phone activity data. To proxy human activity we use mobile phone
billing data, which records the time of communication, and the radio base
station thathandled it, for various types of communication (e.g. incoming calls,
outgoing SMS). _e data is provided by TIM and it is aggregated every 60
minutes, and includes both TIM and roaming customers in Milan and Rome
from February to June 2015.
Diòerently from the CDRs used before (see Section 2.3.1), this data only
refers to calls and SMS either received or made in Milan and Rome. Moreover,
the mobile operator spatially aggregated the data in grid cells, obtained from
the underlying coverage area of the radio base stations. _e cell size is ∼ 300×
300 m in the city centre ofMilan and it increases up to ∼ 2, 300 × 2, 300 m in
1 http://pulse.media.mit.edu
2 We include in this sum only pairwise comparisons involving either two Italian cities or one
Italian vs one non-Italian city
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the peripheral part of the cities, where few customers are served per unit of
area. For each grid cell, we count the number of people who made or received
a call on an hourly basis, broken down by gender (number of males/females)
and age.
_us,whilewe only base our analysis on calls and SMS, the location ismore
precise than previously used data (Section 2.3.1), and the demographics of peo-
ple are also available._is allows to break-down the behaviour of people by age
and gender.We note that our data cannot distinguish between pedestrians and
people using their phones in their homes, so ourmeasures of activity proxy the
number of TIM customers in an area, but not necessarily in the street.
3.2.2 Measures of Urban Appearance
3.2.2.1 Safety Perception from Visual Data
We use deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as our model for pre-
dicting safety perception from streetscape imagery.We base this choice on the
recent success of CNNs in various computer vision problems (especially object
classiûcation, object detection and scene recognition [146–148]).We show that
ûne-tuning a CNN on predicting the level of safety along with data augmen-
tation leads to improved performance when compared to recent work on the
same task [123, 149].
Since we have a limited amount of training data (i.e. a sample of a few thou-
sands), we retrain CNNs trained on related domains (e.g. images captured in
urban environments that are likely to show similar visual content). In partic-
ular, we ûne-tune the well known AlexNet CNN [146], trained on Places205
Dataset [141], also known as Places205-AlexNet._ismodelwas trained on 205
categories of scenes (many of which capture diòerent areas from cities such as
oõce buildings, churches, residential neighbourhoods, shops, etc.) summing
up around 2.5 million images. By retraining a CNNpreviously trained in a sim-
ilar domain we transfer some of the knowledge contained in this network. In
our case, we ûnd that the resulting network can accurately predict the appear-
ance of safety, as we show in the validation section (see section 4.1.2).
To increase the generalization ability of the trained CNN, we adopt data
augmentation by cropping all the images used during training and testing.We
ûnd this particularly suitable for our scenario where no constraints regarding
image alignment are imposed. Speciûcally, for every image in the training set,
we generate n crops by randomly assigning values to the coordinates of the
top le and bottom right cutting points, respectively.We control the size of the
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crops by bounding the coordinates of the cutting points to ranges proportional
with the image size. Formally, given an image I of sizeW ×H × 3, we generate
points P1(x1, y1) and P2(x2, y2) such that the quantities: x1/W , y1/H, 1− x2/W
and 1 − y2/H are bounded by k1 and k2, respectively. We empirically set k1
to 0.05, k2 to 0.2 and n to 30 in all our experiments. Additional constraints
to control diversity of the crops could be implemented, such as monitoring
the intersection over the reunion (IoU) between pairs of crops and/or original
image.During testing,we average all predictions belonging to the crops of the
same test sample._e safety scores obtained at image level are then aggregated
into city’s districts.
Part of the standard pre-processing steps, all the images are subject to scal-
ing to 227 × 227 pixels and mean image subtraction. _e task is modeled as a
regression problem,where the goal is to minimize the l2 loss between the sam-
ple labels and themodel predictions.As labels, we refer to the Trueskill scores
computed in [123], also used in [149].We ûne-tunewith Caòe [150] for 10,000
iterations using a base learning rate of 1e−4.We note no further decrease in the
training loss beyond this limit.
3.2.2.2 Validation of computer vision models
We validate the ûne-tuned CNN on the twoUS cities from PP1 (NewYork and
Boston), following training and evaluation protocols from [123] and [149], re-
spectively. In the ûrst case, we perform a 5-fold cross-validation on the 2920
US images and report the average R2 measure, aer scaling all the scores to
the interval [0, 10]. We obtain an average R2 of 62.2% a 9.5% relative improve-
ment over the best result reported in [123] and 4.8% over the case of not using
data augmentation during testing. In the second case, the source (train) and
target (test) domains are populated by alternating US cities (e.g. NY - Boston,
NY - NY, Boston - Boston, Boston - NY). As performance measure, the au-
thors report Pearson correlation between the predicted regression values and
the label scores. Table 6 shows the comparison results, where we consistently
outperform [149] in all four combinations.We also observe how the diõculty
of the task (for diòerent pairs) modulates the predicting performance of both
sets of models in the same way (e.g. training and testing on Boston seems to
be the easiest for both our models and the ones from [149]).
3.2.2.3 Densiûcation of Appearance data using Computer Vision
Since the distribution of the annotated images fromPP2-I is sparse, on average
6.7 images/km2, we retrieve additional images for the cities of Rome and Mi-
lan by densely sampling geo-referenced images fromGoogle StreetView.Data
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Model type Best from [149] Our result
NY - NY 0.687 0.718
Boston - Boston 0.718 0.744
NY - Boston 0.701 0.734
Boston - NY 0.636 0.693
Table 6: Performance on the estimated level of safety (comparison with [149]). For all
cases, we report Pearson correlations with p < 0.001.
densiûcation for the analysis of urban landscape has been used in previous
works for generating high resolution maps of city perception [123, 149]. First,
we generate a grid of points inside the area we want to cover. _e granularity
we choose is 100 points/km2. To better represent the safety perception of the
location, we retrieve four images from each location, which have 90 degrees
horizontal ûeld of view and diòerent headings (north, east, south and west).
By doing thiswe cover 360 degrees from each location, thus getting less biased
safety perception of an area by averaging predicted safety scores of these four
images.We developed the scriptwhich iterates through all the points and used
Google StreetViewAPI to obtain four images for each location. _e script dis-
cards locations where no images are available. Using this method we obtained
83,203 images for Rome and 74,815 images for Milan.
3.2.2.4 Validation of Densiûcation
Table 7 reports the performances on predicting safety perception for the city of
Rome andMilan.We evaluate the correlation between the aggregated original
scores and (i) the predictions over the images from PP2-I and (ii) the predic-
tions over the images from the densiûed dataset. In general, a slight decrease
in performance is observed in the second case. We can attribute this loss in
performance to the fact that images from PP2-I were retrieved in 2010, thus a
variation in the urban appearance may have occurred within this time lapse.
For example, the Expo Milano 2015 - a Universal Exposition - was held from
May to October 2015, andMilan underwent a profound (visual) change in its
north-west area to prepare for this event.
Predicting safety onMilan and Rome:We are interested in ûnding a good
candidatemodel for labeling the densely sampled StreetView images fromMi-
lan and Rome. We experimented with several model choices (including train-
ing on PP2-I) and discovered that, surprisingly, using PP1 for training yields
the best correlation value for the two Italian cities. We attribute this result to




Table 7: Performance on the estimated safety perception level for each city. All values
are statistically signiûcant, with p < 0.001.
the much inferior average number of votes per image (around 7.6 for PP2-I,
compared to around 90 for PP1). For the rest of the experiments, we use only
the model trained on PP1 for safety prediction. In Figure 5 we visually report
the spatial distribution of the safety prediction for Milan and Rome.













Figure 5: Spatial distribution of perceived safety in each district of Rome andMilan.
3.2.3 Metrics for Urban Liveliness or Activity
Next, we deûne the metrics we use as proxies for an area’s level of activity, or
liveliness. Here we study only in urban areas wheremore than 50% of the sur-
face is not composed by farmlands or forests.Wemeasure activity for four pop-
ulations, all people, females, people younger than 30, and people older than 50.






Next, wemeasure the fraction of females in a district i as:
R f (i, 24h) =
∣ f emalesi,24h ∣
∣peoplei,24h ∣
(30)












We test the connection between urban appearance of safety and activity us-
ing spatially corrected Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions. Since we
are dealing with spatial variables, OLS residuals are assumed not to be spa-
tially auto-correlated; otherwise the regression model is said to be misspeci-
ûed. _us, we use the Griõth ûltering [151] which extracts a set of orthogonal








derived from the spatial auto-correlationMoran’s I numerator,where I is a (n×
n) identitymatrix, 1 is a n × 1 vector containing only 1’s andW is a (n × n) spa-
tial weight matrix based on topological adjacency, so-called Queen criterion:
if two areas share a boundary or a vertex, the entity of the spatial weight ma-
trix is coded as 1, and otherwise, 0._e eigenvectors obtained can be employed
in a multivariate regression to account for spatial auto-correlation. However,
it is clear that employing all n eigenvectors in a regression framework is not
desirable for reasons ofmodel parsimony._us, a subset of eigenvectors are se-
lected in a step-wise fashion so as to minimize the sequential residual spatial
correlation (Moran’s I) values [151]. _e ûnal subset of candidate eigenvectors
represents the spatial ûlter for the variable analysed.Before applying the regres-
sion model, the data were Z-score scaled.
3.3 results
Aer describing our methods to measure urban appearance and neighbour-
hood activitywe testwhether the appearance of safety and the activity of neigh-
bourhoods is correlated. To test for this correlation we merge our data with
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information from the Italian census so we can control for other sources that
intuitively correlatewith neighbourhood activity: population density (residen-
tial), density of employment (which should also proxy pedestrian density dur-
ing the day), distance to city centre, and a deprivation index (to control for
poverty in the neighbourhood).
We begin by looking simply at the correlation between thenumber of people
per unit of area observed in our mobile phone dataset and the appearance of
safety in a neighbourhood while controlling for population density, employee
density, deprivation, and distance to centre.
Table 8 shows the result of a spatially correctedmultivariate regressionwith
the number of people per unit of area measured using the density of all peo-
ple as the dependent variable. Not surprisingly, the strongest correlate of the
number of people present per unit of area is employee density, and the num-
ber of people per unit area decreases with distance to the center. Yet, despite
the strong eòect of the other control variables, the appearance of safety is sig-
niûcantly and positively correlated with the number of people present in a
neighbourhood per unit area.








Moran’s I (p-value) 0.07 (0.08)
l log transformed variable.
Table 8: OLS regressionmodel between presence of people and safety perception._e
β coeõcients are reported in the table. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.
Next, we look at the fraction of females present in an area. Looking at the
population of females separately is motivated by empirical research showing
that women are twice as likely as men to report feeling unsafe [152], even
though they have amuch smaller risk of being victimized [153, 154]. _is sug-
gest that the presence of women in a neighbourhood should bemore strongly
aòected by its appearance of safety than the presence of men. In fact, Felson
and Clarke [155] suggest that a high ratio of women in the street is a positive
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sign towards urban safety, as they act as “crime detractors," in agreement with
Jacobs’ natural surveillance hypothesis. _ese theories would suggest that the
ratio of females is lower in places perceived as unsafe.
Table 9 looks at the ratio of females in the population observed in our cell
phone data as the dependent variable, ûnding that the appearance of safety
is highly signiûcant and positive. In fact, the coeõcient is roughly twice that
observed for the general population.
Presence of women (30)






Moran’s I (p-value) 0.06 (0.11)
s cube-root transformed variable.
Table 9: OLS regressionmodel betweenpresence ofwomen and safety perception._e
β coeõcients are reported in the table. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.
We also look at the proportion of people younger than 30 and older than
50 in an area. According to Felson and Clarke [155], a younger population is
a predictor of criminal incidents in an area, as they show a higher aggression
potential compared to older populations. Nevertheless, younger people, espe-
cially men, show less fear of crime [156, 157].
Table 10 looks at the ratio of people younger than 30 in the population ob-
served in our cell phone data as the dependent variable. _e variable which
contributes the most to the correlation is the distance from the city centre,
followed by appearance of safety which is highly signiûcant and negative.Con-
trarily, when we look at the ratio of people older than 50 (Table 11), we ûnd
that the appearance of safety is highly signiûcant and positive. _is is in agree-
ment with the theory, showing that older people aremore likely to be present
in places that appear safe.
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Presence of people younger than 30 (31)l






Moran’s I (p-value) 0.07 (0.09)
l log transformed variable.
Table 10: OLS regression model between presence of younger people and safety per-
ception. _e β coeõcients are reported in the table. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.
Presence of elderly people (32)






Moran’s I (p-value) 0.07 (0.09)
s cube-root transformed variable.
Table 11: OLS regression model between presence of elderly people and safety percep-
tion. _e β coeõcients are reported in the table. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.
3.3.1 Visual Attributes Determining Safety
Finally,we explore the visual attributes of the images that contribute positively,
or negatively, to their appearance of safety. To identify these attributes we set
up an occlusion sensitivity experiment. In this experiment, inspired by [158],
we randomly generate occluding patches in images and replace them with the
average pixel value. For every such altered image, wemonitor the eòect at the
output of the predictor (did the image score higher or lower in its appearance
of safety). _is allows us to identify patches in an image that contribute posi-
tively or negatively to their appearance of safety.
Figure 6 shows some examples, with the original image on the (top row),
followed by the areas that contribute to a low appearance of safety (middle row)
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Figure 6: (Top) Sample images associated to a (le) low and (right) high level of safety
and corresponding activation masks: highlighted areas correspond to the
ones that mostly contribute to the perception of (center) unsafety and (bot-
tom) safety.
and a high appearance of safety (bottom row). _e images are sorted from an
overall low appearance of safety to a high one. _e examples,while illustrative
instead of comprehensive, show that street facing windows and greenery tend
to to contribute positively to an streetscapes appearance of safety. _e positive
eòect of street facing windows is in agreement with the natural surveillance
hypothesis of Jane Jacobs.
3.4 summary
In this chapter we explored the question: “Are safer looking neighbourhoods
more lively?” in the context of two Italian cities:Milan andRome. Our ûndings
suggest that perceived safety modulates the active population in an area, with
eòects that depend on age and gender. _e overall eòect of the safety appear-
ance in activity appears to be positive, even aer controlling for population,
employment density, and distance to the city centre. Yet, the eòect does not
appear to be universal, and depends on the demographic with the population,
with females and people older than 50 appearing to have a stronger preference
for the appearance of safety.
Our results, however, do not provide a causal explanation of the observed
eòects. For instance, our data cannot distinguish between the hypotheses that
peopleover than 50prefer safer looking places,or that theymodify theirhomes
and shops to make the places they live and work at look safer. Nevertheless,
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they provide preliminary evidence suggesting a connection between the ap-
pearance of safety and levels of human activity that is strong enough to mani-
fest itself at the city scale. Future directions could explore the temporal aspects
of this relationship and ûnd some instrumental variables to deûne the causal-
ity link between appearance and human behaviour.Until this timewe can only
highlight to policy makers this strong connection.
_esemethods,which couldbe readily applied toother cities if the datawere
available, can help improvemodern eòorts to use computational methods for
urban recommendations. Some recent literature has focused on developing al-
gorithms to recommend places for new business by using data on the presence
of amenities in neighbourhoods [66] and other urban features [1].
Part III
THE SPAT IAL OUTCOME S
In the book "A BriefHistory of Time", StephenHawking states that
it might be impossible have a complete solution by investigating
parts of the problem in isolation, especially if everything is related
to everything else [159]. In urban systems, this conjecturemight be
true as it everwas.Yet, existing literature oen favoured very simple
models that neglected this complexity.
In this part our focus is on models that account for a large num-
ber of factors to contrast and compare competing hypothesis. First,
we analyse the complex nature of the housing market and show,
through a predictive model, the eòect of neighbourhood features
on the housing value. _us, we consider both the objective and
subjective characteristics that we examined in the previous chap-
ters. Finally, we show how crime can be explained by two tightly
coupled and alternative hypothesis coming from urban planning
and criminology. Using the model in diòerent cities, we also high-




THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF NE IGHBOURHOOD S
If everything in the universe depends on
everything else in a fundamental way,
it might be impossible to get close to a full solution
by investigating parts of the problem in isolation.
— Stephen Hawking [159]
Real estate appraisal is a challenging multi-dimensional problem that in-
volves estimating many facets of a property, its neighbourhood, and its city.
In the real estatemarket, professional appraisers useMultiple Listing Services
(MLS) to estimate prices from similar recently sold propertieswithin the same
market area [79]. _e recent years have seen the advent of new sources of data
and new methods,mainly coming from machine learning [160] and the com-
puter vision community [78, 80]. For example, the availability of historical
listings, Open Data, and online markets have allowed companies like Zillow1
andTrulia2 to emerge, and estimate property values frommillions of historical
listings. _ough, these proprietary systems are heavily dependent on the avail-
ability of timeless sale transaction data. In addition, the role of neighbourhood
characteristics on housing value remains an open question.
Instead, the neighbourhood’s dependency on home prices is very well docu-
mented. Property infrastructures [81], traõc [82], neighbourhood popularity
and reviews [83] are found to inuence the real estate market. Pleasant and
walkableneighbourhoodshave a direct translation onhigherhousing prices [84,
85]. Security perception and neighbourhood environmental physical charac-
teristics impact on economic activity [161], vitality [1] and liveliness [2],which
in turn increase housing prices [162]._ese studies oen rely on a limited num-
ber of factors, thus neglecting other facets and the complex intricacies inside
neighbourhoods. _is is not to mention the common linearity assumptions
between variables under investigation.
In this chapter, we study how neighbourhood’s features inuence housing
values, relating the characteristics of the property together with the environ-
mental, physical, and perceptual characteristics in the surroundings. To do so,
1 https://www.zillow.com/
2 https://www.trulia.com/
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we analyzemore than 70,000 online advertisements of the largest Italian real
estate website and provide a multi-modal analysis of the price drivers in play.
Our model does not require timeless historical listings, and it allows predic-
tions to be responsive to urban changes, thanks to the up-to-date geographical
data we use.
Our experiments show that theneighbourhood characteristics seen inChap-
ter 2 andChapter 3 have a signiûcant economic impact on housing price. More-
over, the use of this information helps the automatic appraisal of houses, reduc-
ing the prediction error of themodel by 60%.
_e chapter is based upon De Nadai et al. [3] and it is organized as follows.
In the next section we discuss previous work about housing value description
and prediction. In Section 4.2.1 we describe the data we used. Section 4.2 for-
malizes how we approach the problem and how we conduct the experiments.
Section 4.3 shows our results. Finally, in Section 4.4 we discuss the results and
present some implications of ourwork for citizens, local governments, and real
estate companies and investors.
4.1 state of the art
_e task of automatically estimate themarket value of houses can be seen as a
regression problem, where the price (or the price per square meter) is the de-
pendent variable, while the independent one is the available information that
could help to determine correctly the price. Hence, the task can be based on a
weighted regression of house features [79], historical [163] and neighbourhood
prices [164], but also pictures [78, 165]. For example, You et al. [78] created a
RecurrentNeural Network (RNN)using the imagesof soldhouses in theneigh-
bourhood. Liu et al. [165] combined textual features and external pictures of
the sold house to rank and predict the price. Fu et al. [166] ranked houses
through point of interests, their popularity and reviews. _is recent line of
research is also of paramount interest for the real estate industry. Let us men-
tion as examples Zillow and Redûn3: these companies collect past sales prices,
mortgage records attached to those sales, and prior tax assessments._en, they
relate these variables to the physical features of the property. _is allows them
to have good estimates for both private users and industry. However, their ap-
proach neglect completely the characteristics of the neighbourhood. Besides,
Zillow and Redûn do not disclose nor release the used data andmethods, thus
making diõcult a clear understanding of their performances.
3 http://www.redfin.com
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Researchers also have analyzed some socioeconomic drivers and environ-
mental characteristics that inuence the price of houses. Cortright et al. [84]
found a positive correlation between walkability and housing prices in almost
all the analyzed US cities. People, indeed, prefer to live in places full of op-
portunities, and reachable without depending on cars. _is could also be re-
lated to the presence of a public transportation system and low traõc [82].
Other researchers found that intangible qualities of neighbourhoods like cul-
ture [162], perception [167] and design [80] can be related to houses’ price.
For example, Hristova et al. [162] found that Flickr tags related to culture are
positively associated to urban development and housing prices in a neighbour-
hood, capturing some aspects of the role played by gentriûcation. Buonanno
et al. [167] combined data from a victimization survey and data from the hous-
ing market to estimate the eòect of crime perception on the housing prices in
Barcelona. _eir results show that in districts perceived as less safe than the
average, houses are highly discounted. Poursaeed et al. [80] found that luxury
level and design qualities detected from houses’ images are found to impact
prices of sold houses, aer controlling for the oòered price. Boys et al. [168]
analyzed six British cities to ûnd that land use, urban form, design, and diver-
sity matter. Moreover, they found that some features such as greenery are not
always a positive thing. Taken all together, however, these works focus on a
very limited number of factors per time, neglecting the role played by the oth-
ers. Moreover, they oen assume a linear relationship between the analyzed
variables, thus failing in providing a complete and conclusive picture on how
the neighbourhood inuences the housing prices.
For this reason, ourwork exploresmany diòerent facets (e.g. security percep-
tion, the proximity of greenery) of neighbourhoods at the same time analyzing
geographical data and online advertisements in a non-linear fashion. We also
release a scalable Open framework that can be employed by researchers, indi-
viduals, and companies to estimate prices without the need of timeless histor-
ical data.
4.2 our approach
In this chapter, we explore the inuence played by neighbourhood’s charac-
teristics on the houses’ value. To this end, we leveragemultimodal data to ob-
tain (i) security perception scores from Google Street View images, (ii) socio-
economic characteristics from census data, and (iii) the built environment
characteristics fromgeographical OpenData.Firstof all, each advertisedhouse
is geo-referenced to its containing census block._en,we compute the features
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of itsneighbourhood (e.g.,walkability, security perception),which are concate-
nated to the textual characteristics of the property (see Figure 7).We use these
data as input to a predictive model that now-casts the value of houses in 8
Italian cities.
Figure 7: le)An example of housing sales advertisement on Immobiliare.it.We high-
lighted the information we extract from it; middle) _e housing unit is geo-
referenced and the neighbourhood is built with the census blocks within a 1
km buòer (in orange); right) _emodel uses the security perception, walka-
bility, the data about companies and census of the neighbourhood.
4.2.1 Sets of data
We collected several sources of data for the 8 largest Italian cities:Turin,Milan,
Genoa, Bologna, Florence, Rome, Naples, and Palermo. Here we discuss the
collected sources of data.
Home listings. We collected online advertisements of the largest Italian real
estate website Immobiliare.it4. In this website, real estate agencies and private
people can upload ads specifying the type and the location of the property they
want to sell. Moreover, sellers describe the apartment through a brief descrip-
tion of the dwelling, adding some pictures, and a list of characteristics such as
the property type and the squaremeters, the heating system, the oor number
and themaintenance status.
Our data consists of a snapshot of online advertisements temporarily col-
lected on May, 10th 2018 from the website.
We focus on apartments, attics, detached and semi-detached houses, lo
and open spaces that have both geographical coordinates and asked price.We
4 http://www.immobiliare.it
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also excluded foreclosure auctions, buildings under construction, and adver-
tisements that are older than one year. _e ûltered dataset has 73, 383 houses
advertised from May, 10th 2017 to May, 10th 2018.
Geographical information: OpenStreetMap and Urban Atlas. We use data
from OpenStreetMap5, downloading a full snapshot of Italy in March 2018.
From it, we focus on road networks and amenities. Diòerently from previ-
ous chapters, we here use amenities from OpenStreetMap without relying on
Foursquare data. _is allows to use Open Data available to the public, with a
small trade-oò in the precision for the Italian territory.
Similarly to Section 3.2, we also make use of the Urban Atlas 2012, a pan-
European project that speciûes through 20 classes (e.g., continuous urban fab-
ric, discontinuous low-density urban fabric, green areas, airports) the use of
the land.
Google Street View images. We use the urban appearance data temporarily
downloaded from Google Street View API6. _e images were obtained with
themethodology aforementioned in Section 3.2.2.1. First, for each city,we gen-
erated a grid of points distant from each other 100 meters. _en, for each lo-
cation, we downloaded four 90-degrees images (north, east, south, and west)
to have a full panoramic view of the place. _e ûnal dataset includes 154, 147
images.
Census data and other sources. Similarly to Chapter 2, the data about pop-
ulation, buildings, and industries are downloaded from the most recent Ital-
ian census. _e data are publicly provided by the Italian National Institute for
Statistics (ISTAT)7. We extracted the sizes of businesses from the recent Big
Data Challenge 20158 that released information about companies in 5 Italian
cities.
Property taxesdata.We collected property taxes on houses from the disclosed
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4.2.2 _e neighbourhood
neighbourhoods are the fundamental geographical unit where individuals’ ac-
tivities and social interactionshappen themost._us, theyhave always been in-
vestigated by social scientists, urban scientists, and criminologists to study hu-
man behaviour [169]. However, deûning the boundaries of a neighbourhood is
a critical challenge.Usually, they are deûned as non-overlapping units through
the administrative boundaries deûned by the census, but it is unlikely that peo-
plemove and live obeying to these artiûcial boundaries. Hence, in ourworkwe
deûne overlapping neighbourhoods resorting to the egohoods [170] of census
blocks.
Starting from a census block, which we will name ego-place, we consider as
egohood all the census areas within a circular buòer of 1 km. _e features of
the egohood are then computed from this set of blocks (see Figure 7). _us,we
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_e egohood features E are then computed as the dot product between the
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We will explain in then next sections some precautions to ensure the validity
of the hold-out dataset and the cross-validation.
We assume that a house in block A has a value that depends not only by
the characteristics of the property and the block but also by the egohood that
surrounds it. As we previouslymentioned, the study of the neighbourhood ef-
fects on human behaviour has a long tradition in social science, economics,
urban science and criminology [169]. However, the recent emergence of new
sources of data has allowed to empirically connect neighbourhood’s character-
istics with people behaviour at a large scale. In the next sections, we describe
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the neighbourhood characteristics (e.g., walkability, urban fabric, cultural cap-
ital and presence of industries, perceived security, and living/socioeconomic con-
ditions) captured by our approach.
4.2.2.1 Walkability
Empirical studies in the US found that neighbourhood’s walkability has a sub-
stantial impact on housing prices [84]. In this report, researchers explored
this connection by using the Walk Score index, a proprietary algorithm that
scores thewalking distance of some typical consumers’ destinations._is score
ranges from 0 to 100, where the ûrst value represents a car-dependent place,
while the latter describes a place where all the typical amenities are reachable
by foot. Walk Score accounts for nine diòerent categories of amenities (e.g.,
restaurants and bars, libraries, grocery stores), and it measures the walking
distance through an exponential decay function that reaches 0 at 1 mile dis-
tance. _is score is very convenient for researchers; however, it is proprietary
and available only in the US at the present moment. _us, we here create a
similar score based on OpenStreetMap data.
OpenStreetMap contains all the ingredients - the road network, points of
interest, and the geographical areas (e.g., parks) - that can be used to create an
Open version ofWalk Score. _us, for each egohood we compute the walkabil-
ity score for the following categories: coòee places, entertainment, shopping,
restaurants, schools, grocery, library, and parks. Similarly to Walk Score, the
walkability score range is in (0, 1). It is computed from a distance decay func-
tion that equals 1when amenities are less than 500meters far, then decays very
fast until values are close to amaximum distance M, where it starts decaying
slowly. Amenities at distances higher than M do not contribute to the score.
_us, the score of block i to amenity j is computed as:
si, j = e−5(d(i, j)/M)
5
(34)
where d(i, j) is the number of meters of the shortest path between i and j,
along the roadnetwork.M is themaximumwalkingdistance considered,which
is set to 1.
Restaurants, bars, shops, and parks are among the most common destina-
tions reachable by walking. In these categories, a variety of options are found
to be signiûcant. _us, thewalkability score of restaurants is averaged over the
ten nearest destinations; this limit is set to ûve for the shopping destinations,
and to two for the park categories. Similar toWalk Score, restaurants and bars
aremerged into one category due to their overlapping nature.
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Public transports represent an eõcient and sustainableway tomove around
the city. For this reason, we also measure the accessibility to the nearest metro
and railway stations, the distance to the nearest airport, and the number of bus
stops in the neighbourhood.
4.2.2.2 Urban fabric
_e vitality of neighbourhoods is believed to depend on how the city is or-
ganized and built. As aforementioned, urban activist Jane Jacobs stated that
neighbourhoods should have four essential conditions to be vital [10]: I) two
ormore primary uses to have people ocking for diòerent reasons all day long;
II) small blocks to boost face-to-face interactions; III) a mix of old and new
buildings to mix big and small enterprises but also people from diòerent in-
come brackets; and IV) a suõcient concentration of people and enterprises to
have a reason to live in the neighbourhood. In this Section we deûne some
indexes similar to Chapter 2.
From the urban ATLAS dataset we extract the areas dedicated to urban,
commercial, and green uses of land._en,we also use this information to com-





Pi, j log(Pi, j)
log(n)
(35)
where Pi, j is the probability to have land use j in the ego-place i. n = 3 is the
number of land uses considered: (i) urban, (ii) commercial, and (iii) green
areas. We also account for the number of residential, commercial and total
buildings from census data. Diòerently from urban ATLAS, these numbers
are tight to the census, and thus updated only every ten years. On the contrary,
satellite data can be updated very oen.
To account for the presence of small blocks, we compute for the average
squaremeters of census blocks. _e census institute (ISTAT) delineates these
blocks as the smallest enclosed area surrounded by roads or water.
_e third Jane Jacobs’ condition is about the mixture of companies, old
buildings, and people’s income. _us, we extract from census data the "aver-
age" size of companies, and the number of buildings for each year-bracket.We
also compute the average and standard deviation of the construction years of
the buildings.
_e fourth and last condition is about residential and commercial density.
_us, we extract the number of companies, shops, and population for each
census block.
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4.2.2.3 Cultural capital and heavy industries
Cultural capital has been found to inuence housing prices and people’s be-
haviour in cities [162]. _us, we extract the data of companies with ATECO
codes falling in the following macro-categories: 58) Publishing; 59) Film, TV,
video, radio, photography; 62-63) IT soware and computer services; 71) Ar-
chitecture; 73) Marketing; 74) Design: product, graphics and fashion; 90) Mu-
sic, performing, and visual arts; 91) Libraries andmuseums. _en we add the
count of cultural-related companies to the list of features.
Industries can also inuence the health and the likeability of neighbour-
hoods. We account for the presence of heavy industries through the number
of heavy industries from census data, and the distance from industrial areas,
computed by using OpenStreetMap.
4.2.2.4 Security perception
Aesthetics is a crucial element to evaluate neighbourhood livability [118], vi-
tality [2] but also social characteristics such as gentriûcation [64]. Moreover,
crime perception negatively aòects housing prices [167]. _us,we estimate the
security perception of places through the pre-trained Safety PerceptionConvo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) model we presented in Chapter 3. _e Safety
PerceptionCNNwas trained using a crowd-sourced projectwhere peoplewere
asked to choose the safer looking place between two randomly chosen Google
Street View images. _en, it was ûne-tuned with a subset of images from Italy,
achieving a R2 = 0.62 over the ground truth labels. Given an image, thismodel
predicts a score in the range (0, 10)where 0means that a place is perceived un-
safe, while 10 is considered safe. We predict the score of each image from our
collected Google Street View dataset, and then we average the scores within
the ego-place.
4.2.2.5 Living conditions
_e cost of housing is very dependent on the living conditions of people. In a
city, people’s earnings, economic stress, and unemployment can modify the
availability of houses, and their price. We use the average amount of prop-
erty taxes as a proxy for the living conditions, to establish a spatial baseline
of prices.
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4.2.3 _e property
_e advertisement of the property is provided with a collection of textual fea-
tures that contain a brief description, and the list of characteristics (e.g., num-
ber of rooms, garage, garden). We pre-process these data, and we use a sub-
set of 25 features that are one-hot encoded or transformed to numbers. _e
considered properties’ attributes are: square meters, built year, energy certiû-
cation, monthly expenses (condominium), oor number, heating type, type
of ûxtures, garden, furnished, terrace, sun exposition, kitchen type, spa, cel-
lar, garage, ûreplace, place type, property class and type, property taxes, condi-
tion, and number of rooms, bathrooms, bedrooms. If the advertisement does
not mention it, we assume that some features such as cellar, spa, ûreplace are
absent.
_e property is geo-referenced through latitude and longitude information.
_us, we assign the census block that contains the house as its ego-place.
4.2.4 Model and experimental setting
In this work, we propose to explore the economic impact of neighbourhoods
on housing values through a predictivemodel based on XGBoost [171]. It is a
widely-used model based on Gradient Boosted Trees, able to scale very well
even for high-dimensional data such as the one we analyse. Moreover, XG-
Boost allows to “open" its black box, thus explaining features’ importance and
negative/positive contributions of each feature to the predicted values. _is
answers to the intriguing question “Why did the model predicted this home
value?", a very important answer that helps real estate companies and local
governments make important decisions.
_e model is deûned as nowcasting the value of houses Y from the prop-
erty’s characteristics P, and the neighbourhood’s features E as P ⋅ E ≈ Y .
We train our model using a K-fold cross-validation schema to ensure that
themodel is robust to unseen neighbourhoods and houses.We divide the orig-
inal dataset into ûve folds, assigning three to the training set, one to the valida-
tion and one to the test set._en,we iterate the process shiing the folds.Now-
casting spatial data poses some challenges on the creation of cross-validation
independent folds. _us, given the train, validation and hold-out sets:
(i) For each house x in a neighbourhood Nx in the training set, it does not
exist a house y in the validation (or hold-out) set that is in the same
neighbourhood of x;
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(ii) For each house z in a neighbourhood Nz in the validation set, it does not
exist a house u in the hold-out set that is in the same neighbourhood of
z.
_e model is trained with the following parameters: learning rate of 0.001,
λ = 5, α = 1, 3 minimum child weight, max depth of 20, and 4,000 estima-
tors, stopping the training when the validation error does not decrease for 50
rounds.
We evaluate the results computing the errors on all cross-validation’s hold-
out sets through the standard Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Median
Absolute Percentage Error (MdAPE):
MAE = ∑
n






MdAPE = median({p1, p2, ..., pn}) ⋅ 100
4.2.5 Open licensemodel
To the best of our knowledge, there are no released systems that allow to simply
deploy, analyze and nowcast the real-estate housingmarket. In this chapter,we
release a framework able to download, process and predict properties’ market
prices from textual information and neighbourhood characteristics. _e data
used by our Open model comes from heterogeneous sources released with an
Open license._is potentially allows end-users from universities and research
centers, companies, and governments to replicate and update this study at any
time. _is model does not make use of relevant data such as Google Street
View images and the property’s tax information. For this reason we evaluate it
separately in Table 13.
4.3 results
While property’s characteristics andmarket’s network eòectswerewidely used
to nowcast housing market prices [79], to the best of our knowledge this is the
ûrst study that connects the value of houses with its surroundings.
We evaluated our framework for two settings: (i) it uses only textual fea-
tures of the property, (ii) it uses the characteristics of both the property and
theneighbourhood to infer thehousing price.Table 13 shows that, among these
models, the use of neighbourhood features signiûcantly improves the results,
dropping the percentage error by 60%. _e MAE across all cross-validation’s







































Top 8 and Bottom 8 contributions
(a) Contribution to ûnal prediction
(b) Visual inspection of security perception
Figure 8:Housing price prediction for a house in Corso Grosseto, Turin. (a) Top posi-
tive (negative) contributions of each feature to the ûnal predicted value. Here,
the low number of square meters of this house drives the ûnal prediction
down. (b) Qualitative valuation of security perception in the egohood of the
house.
Feature name Eòect on house’s value Value
Condition ↗ Excellent
Bathrooms ↙ 1
Security perception ↙ 3.82
Creative industries ↙ 1
Table 12:Housing price prediction for a house in Corso Grosseto, Turin. (c) Textual
features that were very important for this prediction.
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folds is around e104, 586, which is very promising accounting that housing
prices range from e20,000 to e20million. _is conûrms the important eco-
nomic role played by the neighbourhood, which previously was only hypothe-
sized.
We also tested an Open version of themodel II, that uses only data released
with an Open license. _is model has an error of 18.02%, which is a bit higher
than the non-Open model. _is is caused by the lack of the security perception
information and the property taxes of the neighbourhood.
Model MAE MdAPE
I) Property 148, 109 23.78%
II) Property + neighbourhood 104, 586 15.44%
III) Property + neighbourhood (Open) 138, 929 18.02%
Table 13:_e prediction error of real-estate housing prices for three diòerent models.
Property uses only textual features of the house (e.g., the number of rooms,
oor number). _e second model uses both the textual and the ego-place
features. Its Open version uses only contextual data with an Open license.
_eXGBoostmodel allows us to inspect themost important features among
all the predictions. Figure 9 shows that squaremeters,monthly expenses and
the age of the building seem to be the primary drivers of price, which is intu-
itively reasonable. Other notable possible drivers of property’s characteristics
are its taxes, the oor number and the condition of the apartment. However,
nine of the 15 top-features are related to the neighbourhood.Among them, the
number of employees, the population and the proximity of amenities conûrms
previous studies on the importance of build environment [1]. _e presence of
creative industries in the egohood also seems to have an impact on price, con-
ûrming the preliminary results of Hristova et al. [162] in London and New
York. It is worth noting that, despite the use ofmany urban co-variates, visual
appearance is one of the most important predictive factors for housing value,
as similarly proven for other outcomes such as crime [64], happiness [118] and
presence of people [2].
4.3.1 Qualitative/Local Results
Errormetrics and variable importance across all predictions areoennot enough
to trust amodel [172].Tomake decisions, especially in policy-making and busi-
ness settings, end-users have to be conûdent on how themodel reaches a given































Top 15 Features' importance
The property
The neighborhood
Figure 9:_e 15 most important features to predict real-estate housing prices.
decision (e.g., the price assigned to the assessed property). Oen, this may
be achieved by using simpler models, with a small number of features, which
make people more comfortable with interpreting results. Here, we show how
individual predictions are achieved, by breaking down the impact of each fea-
ture to the ûnal value of the assessed property.
Tree-basedmodels allow to follow the decision tree to understand how each
prediction ismade. Similarly,we follow each of theXGBoost’s boosted tree and
then sum the contribution of each variable through the decision path._e ûnal
prediction can be the interpreted as the sum of the average bias term and the

















contr ib j(x, k))
where J is the number of trees.
_anks to this, we now analyse the prediction of a house in corso Grosseto,
Turin, from thehold-out set.Figure 8 (a) andTable 12 show the 8most and least
contributing variables in the prediction. _e excellent condition of the house
increases the price by 12, 572 e, while having just one bathroom penalizes the
property. However, thehouse isplaced in aperipheral andworking-classneigh-
bourhood of Turin. _is emerges from our model. Low-security perception
score (3.82), the absence of creative industries and low average property taxes
signiûcantly decrease the value. For example, it shrinks by 11, 713 e, because
of the insecure perception of the egohood. A visual inspection of Figure 8 (b)
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conûrms that the lower perception could be related to the presence of graõti









Figure 10: Alluvial plot showing that the features related to neighbourhood’s charac-
teristics are themost important to predict the housing value.
4.4 discussion and implications
Taken together, our results clearly show the economic eòect of neighbourhood
on housing value. As Figure 10 details, the most important groups of predic-
torsbelong toneighbourhoodmetrics,whileproperty’spredictors account less.
Ourwork is not free of limitations. For example, our collected dataset is prone
to noise, as we used advertised houses instead of sold ones. Moreover, we did
not observe any temporal trend of the market within cities. _is inuences
how the model learns from one city and test into another. To the best of our
knowledge there are no other papers with code and released datasets. Since
we did not have neither one nor the other, we could not apply our work in
diòerent countries and compare the diverse baselines we aforementioned.We
praise whoever will release geo-located and detailed housing prices, possibly
following the guidelines of Loberto et al. [173]. Additionally, we note that in
this project we did not use historical prices to nowcast housing price. _is
choice is motivated by the high cost of obtaining historical sale transaction
data, which is proprietary and not publicly available. We propose a method
that is applicable where it is impractical to obtain it. Moreover, we stress that
the best forecast predictor makes use of previous sale prices and that neigh-
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bourhood datamight have an impact where few (or no) data is available, and
where neighbourhood changed over time. However, these urban changes are
usually slow. Although we do not expect a huge improvement on short-term
predictions,we see the studied variables very important in medium- and long-
termpredictions especially in areas undergoing profound changes such as gen-
triûcation.
However,we believe ourwork is the ûrst that quantify thepossible economic
impact of neighbourhood’s factors to this extent. Moreover, ourmachine learn-
ing approach relies on geographical and socio-economic characteristics with-
out the need of historical trades.
From our analyses,wemay also draw several implications for citizens, local
authorities and urban planners, and for real-estate investors:
For citizens. Buying a house is, without any doubt, one of the biggest invest-
ments of people life. A right decision can lead to a satisfactory daily liv-
ing condition without long commuting time to work, with better health
outcomes due to higher walkability and less traõc, and even higher prof-
its in the future if the house’s value increases. An informed judgment on
the value of the property is, thus, necessary. People should consider prop-
erty’s characteristics, but also what surrounds the house to buy. Our re-
sults found that people should care about the proximity of amenities (e.g.,
parks, railway stations) but even intangible elements such as the percep-
tion of security, which is one of the most important factors. Aer their
investment, people should avoid the vicious loop of degrading, caring
about political decisions such as large-scale urban renewal actions, ûght-
ing public incivilities such as litter and graõti, defending neighbours’
habits and characteristics.All these factors have an impact on neighbour-
hood’s liveliness [10] and crime levels [75], and thus aòect the house
prices.
For local authorities and urban planners. Houses are not islands unto them-
selves, as they are embedded in complex intricacies of factors in play.
_us, planners have to discourage the creation of oasis in the deserts,
where the eòect of the neighbourhood is demised. For example, Figure 8
and Figure 9 show that proximity to schools, the presence of amenities
and services such as public transport, and absence of creative industries
inuence housing price. Moreover, changes of the built environment (e.g.
the walkability and amenities) and spill-over eòects of changes in per-
ception can be early signs of gentriûcation [64]. Data and new computa-
tional tools represent invaluable tools to analyze cities empirically.
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For real-estate investors.Developers and real-estate investorsoen think about
houses as units. _is deûnition should be replaced in favour of place
and surroundings. Investors, especially those working with foreclosures,
should examinepropertieswhereneighbourhoodshavehigh vitality, and
a virtuous loop of services and improvements over time. Figure 8 shows
that people might prefer to avoid houses near to airports, without cre-
ative industries, in neighbourhoodswhere people can not socialize safely.
As Marc Augé argued [174], there are places of every day passing (e.g.,
malls, airports) where people experience alienation as they cannot live,
socialize and have a real identity in the place. He called them Non-places.
Similarly, neighbourhood without the essential social and vital qualities
can potentially alienate people; hence, they cannot be considered as an
adequate investment in this sense.
4.5 summary
_is chapter applies the notions discussed inChapter 2 and Chapter 3 to study
the economic impact of neighbourhood characteristics on housing values.We
formalized this problem through amulti-modal now-casting predictionwhere
we infer the price of houses in unseen neighbourhoods’ conditions. _us, we
collected a large dataset of real estate properties and computedneighbourhood
features based on overlapping geographical boundaries called egohoods.
We trained a Gradient Boosting algorithm on 8 Italian cities, and we found
thatneighbourhood characteristics seem to drivemore than 20%of the house’s
advertised price. Our results also show that the use of this information in
themodel lowers the prediction error by 60%. _e qualitative analysis clearly
demonstrates the soundness of the proposed solution. We also released the
code and dataset to foster research in this novel direction.
Indeed, our work suggests several open questions for future work. Can we
design experiments and housing policies that can be responsive to neighbour-
hood’s changes? Is there a trade-oò between urban well-being, the economic
success of cities and aòordable housing?Can the neighbourhood’s physical en-
vironment predict gentriûcation? How can we deploy a pipeline able to react
to multiple conditions and work adequately in diòerent countries? _is last
question will be instrumental in the analysis of the next Chapter.

5
THE INTR ICATED FACTORS OF CR IME
Behind every crime is a story of sadness.
— Enrique Pena Nieto
In criminology, social cohesion among neighbours has been linked to their
willingness to cooperate in order to solve common problems and reduce vio-
lence [35, 175, 176].Cooperation, as opposed to disorganization, of neighbours
is indeed believed to create the mechanisms by which residents themselves
achieve guardianship and public order [35]. _is mechanism, also called nat-
ural surveillance, ûnds its roots in urban planning, where the relationship be-
tween speciûc aspects of urban architecture [74] and urban physical charac-
teristics [10] are related to security. However, neighbourhoods are not to be
considered islands unto themselves, as they are embedded in a city-wide sys-
tem of social interactions. On a daily basis, the people’s routine exposes resi-
dents to diòerent conditions, possibilities [86], and it may favor crime [177].
Yet,mainstream studies focus on just a subset of static factors at a time, oen
in a single city (e.g., Chicago orNewYork), thus neglecting the complex urban
interplay between crime, people, places, culture and human mobility. Hence,
our understanding of the factors inuencing crime across cultures and cities
is very limited.
In this chapter,we seek to shed light on the diverse set of factors at play with
urban crime exploring how this is related, at the same time, to social disorga-
nization, the built environment, andmobility of people. Moreover,we address
the need of a comprehensive study that explores crime theories across mul-
tiple cities of the world, analysing Bogotá, Boston, Los Angeles and Chicago.
We present a Bayesian hierarchical model that uses massive and ubiquitous
data sources such as mobile phone records and OpenStreetMap. _e result-
ing framework is potentially replicable at scale, to analyze crime patterns and
use the generated insights to make recommendations for policies and initia-
tives that could be themost eòective in improving urban citizen security. From
our data, it emerges that previous theories are oen conictingwhen analysed
across cities. However, we show that accounting for the place, mobility, and
socio-economic conditions together can give amore reliable picture of crime
patterns.
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_e chapter is based upon De Nadai et al. [4] and it is organized as follows.
Section 5.1 describes the state of the art; Section 5.2 describes themethods and
the data sources. In Section 5.4 we discuss the results of our analysis.
5.1 state of the art
Urban sociologists, urban planners, and criminologists have long been inter-
ested in studying the conditions that inuence crime in neighbourhoods [169,
176, 178, 179]. _e primary focus of research in criminology has been on indi-
viduals and the environmental conditions that increase the likelihood of crime.
_us, scholars have ûrst sought to understand why certain individuals, as op-
posed to others, become criminals [180], how daily routine activities shape
criminality [177], or how neighbourhood-level variables inuence the level of
violence [28, 181].At the neighbourhood level, crime has oen been associated
to the presence of an oòender, its suitable target, and the absence of any deter-
rence system such as police or even ordinary citizens [177, 182]._e concept of
natural surveillance by ordinary citizens spans from criminology to sociology
andurbanplanning.Notably,urban activist Jane Jacobs [10] argued that "awell-
used city street is apt to be a safe street and a deserted city street is apt to be un-
safe." She states that four conditions have to be valid at the same time to ensure
a virtuous loop between the presence of people and "eyes on the street." First,
a district should serve at least two or more functions to have streets contin-
uously used by residents and strangers. Second, street blocks should be small
and short to have both highwalkability and amixture of people that frequently
meet each other at street intersections. _ird, diverse buildings make it possi-
ble to have low- and high-rent spaces, and thus a mixture of people and en-
terprises. _e fourth condition is about dense concentration, which ensures a
suõcient presence of people and enterprises to attract dwellers from diòerent
neighbourhoods continuously.
Daily commuting has been found to inuence the attractiveness of a place
or person to predatory crime, as people mobility and presence inuence the
supervision and surveillance in a place [177]. Previous studies have also shown
that poorly connected neighbourhoods connect people to a smaller pool of di-
verse social interactions, services, and jobs [86], henceweakening their cooper-
ation [183, 184]. Othershave evenobserved thatmobility canpredict crime [185].
Altogether, these studies conûrm the tight, and unexplored, relation ofmobil-
ity, cooperation, and place.
_e goal of this research goes beyond crime prediction. Oòenses are concen-
trated in a small number of places [27] and they are tightly coupledwith places,
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stable over time [186]._us, the easiestway to predict crime ismodelling those
few placeswith the highest number of crimes, also known as hotspots [59, 187].
On the contrary, we seek to shed light on the diverse set of factors at play with
urban crime.To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive study ex-
ploring how crime is related, at the same time, to social disorganization, physi-
cal characteristics of the city andmobility of people. Mainstream studies focus
on just one city (usuallyChicago orNewYork), thus limiting the impact of the
conclusions drawn, and neglecting the physical characteristics, or the built en-
vironment from criminology research. Altogether these limitations result in
a fragmented and incomplete picture of how the numerous factors inuence
crime in the urban context.
5.2 our approach
In this chapter we want to study crime in cities through amulti-variate regres-
sion that takes into account, at the same time, the proxy variables for the Social
disorganization (SD) theory, the Jane Jacobs theory, and the mobility of peo-
ple. Taking this into account, we extract SD variables from census data, the
build environment (BE) from both census and geographical data,whilemobil-
ity is extracted from mobile phone traces. Here, we explain our approach in
collecting the data, andmodelling the problem.
5.2.1 Spatial aggregation
As we want to study the neighbourhood eòect on crime, it is necessary to de-
ûne what a neighbourhood is. Criminology literature oen relied on either
Chicago’s community areas 1, or census tracts. _e former were deûned by
theUniversity of Chicago for statistical and planning purposes and oen used
by the Chicago school of criminology to analyse Social Disorganization. _e
latter are deûned for census reasons to be homogeneous units with respect
to population characteristics and socio-economic conditions, with an average
population of 4,0002. Census tracts, however, are not deûned to account for
the perceived boundaries and behaviour of people who live them.
1 Here it is possible to havemore information about community areas https://www.chicago.
gov/content/dam/city/depts/doit/general/GIS/Chicago_Maps/Community_Areas/
Community_Areas_W_Numbers.pdf
2 As speciûed from the deûnition at https://factfinder.census.gov/help/en/census_
tract.htm
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In this chapter, we thus rely on neighbourhoods deûnitions drawn by the
municipality. In Chicago, we rely on the community areas, according to the
literature. In Boston and Los Angeles, we use the deûnition draw by each
city, in collaboration with its citizens. In Bogotà we rely on the Unidad de
Planeamiento Zonal (UPZ), drawn for urban planning reasons. All the met-
rics and data computed at higher spatial granularity are aggregated to these
geographical units of analysis.
5.2.2 Sets of data
Crime data. _e measurement of crime has not to be taken for granted. In
criminology, there are usually two ways to assess crime: crime counts and
rates. _e former are typically deûned in papers where hotspots of crime are
being detected,while the latter can be found in paperswhere the population at
risk is of interest. _ese rates are commonly calculated by dividing the crime
counts with the population at risk, which is usually the residential one. Re-
cently, some scholars have discussed the costs and beneûts of alternative de-
nominators such as the ambient population [188]. _us, they computed the
average number of people in a place through satellite imagery [188], census
data [189] and Foursquare check-ins [190]. However, neither it is clearwhether
using residential rates, ambient rates, nor the policy implications of using one
or the other. Moreover, the bias of ambient rates can be potentially lead to a
misleading interpretation of crime.
In this research, we thus prefer to describe crime counts adjusting for resi-
dential and ambient population. Hence,we describe their relative role through
the β coeõcients of the regression.
Data collection mechanisms and crime categories can vary from country
to country, or even at the city level. In the US, the Uniform Crime Report-
ing (UCR) organizes crimes into two main groups: Part 1 and Part 2 oòences.
_e former is composed by violent crimes (aggravated assault, forcible rape,
robbery, andmurder), and property crimes (larceny-the,motor vehicle the,
burglary, and arson), while the latter are considered less serious and they in-
clude oòenses such as simple assaults and nuisance crimes. To be consistent
with this categorization, wemapped crime categories in Bogotá to UCR Part 1
and Part 2. _is mapping is available in Appendix A.3.
For each city, we thus collect the geo-referenced data of committed crimes,
andwe ûlter out those crimes not belonging to Part 1 ofUCR, similarly tomost
of the criminology literature.
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Mobile phone data.Ourwork is not the ûrst one usingmobility data to under-
stand crime. Previous literature has indeed used employment [183], taxi [185]
ows, which suòers from limitations including sampling and reporting bias.
Here,we usemobile phone data, as it proved to be an invaluableway to over-
come the high cost of gathering travel surveys [191]. _e data is collected for
billing purposes by two mobile operators in Bogotá, Boston, and Los Angeles.
_e time-frame of the mobile phone activity is 12-01, 2013 to 05-31, 2014 (Bo-
gotá), six weeks in 2010 (Boston), and 10-15, 2012 to 11-24, 2012 (Los Angeles).
Spatial and census data.Census blocks, population, employment and poverty
for US cities were drawn from the American Community Survey (ACS)3. For
US cities we also used some city-speciûc datasets that are described in the Ap-
pendix A.1 and Appendix A.1. _e census data of Bogotá was obtained by the
Departmento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística (DANE), which orga-
nized the 2005 general census for the city4. _e poverty data of Bogotá was
extracted from the Multipurpose Survey (EM) of 2014. _e detailed list of
datasets and URLs are listed in the Appendix A.
5.2.3 Built environment
To study the urban planning conditions argued by Jane Jacobs,we use some of
We describe the four Jane Jacobs conditions through the operationalized
metrics previously deûned in Chapter 2. _e analysis, in order to be eòective,
has however to be at easy interpretation to further understand the causes of
crime and prevent it. For this reason, we used only a subset of the aforemen-
tionedmetrics. Speciûcally, we employ onemetric for each condition, namely
Land Use Mix, Small blocks, Building mix, Building density and Walkscore.
_e use of less indexes to describe the built environment allows also the collec-
tion of less amount of data across the cities, which might have diòerent types
of data released.
_e Land Use Mix, previously deûned in Equation (1), is computed as the
average entropy among land uses:
LUML,i = −∑
j∈L
Pi, j log(Pi, j)
log(∣L∣)
where Pi, j is the percentage of square meters having land use j in unit i, and
L = {residential, commercial and institutional, park and recreational} repre-
3 https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs
4 http://www.dane.gov.co
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Figure 11: Polynomial distance decay function for theWalkability score.
sents the considered landuses in themetric._eLUM rangesbetween0,wherein
the unit is composed by only one land use (e.g., residential), and 1,wherein de-
veloped area is equally shared among the n land-uses.
To further characterize the diversity of land uses,we determine thewalkabil-
ity of a neighbourhood through its accessibility to the nearest point of interests
(e.g., convenience stores, restaurants, sport facilities). As previously described
in Section 4.2.2.1, we formalize the walkability score as the weighted sum of
the walk distances si, j from a block i to all the amenities j, which belong to a
category (e.g. Restaurants). We deûne the walk distance as:
si, j = e−5(d(i, j)/M)
5
(36)
where d(i, j) is the number of meters of the shortest path between i and j,
along the road network (see Figure 12). M is the maximum walking distance
considered, which is set to 1. _is score assigns themaximum score to ameni-
ties ∼ 500 meters far from the starting point, then the score decays quickly
until 1500 meters, where it ûrst slows down then it goes to zero. _e function
is shown in Figure 11.
All the amenities are downloaded fromFoursquare.We refer to Section 4.2.2.1
for further details of this method.
As previously deûned in Equation (10), we compute the average block area







In the previous chapters we deûned the building diversity through metrics
that measured the mean and standard deviation of buildings age (see Equa-
tion (16) and Equation (14)). _ese indexes were motivated through the im-
portance that Jane Jacobs demonstrated towards the diversity of buildings age.
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Figure 12:_e geometric distance (green) and shortest path walking distance (red)
between two points.
Amix of old and new buildings is indeed supposed to thrive local economy by
making available to companies and people high- and low-rent places.
_us,we here compute the building diversity as theweighted standard devi-
ation of the property values in a neighbourhood, weighted on the population
of each block. In Boston and Los Angeles we ûrst get all the parcels’ values
and population for each block group, then we compute the weighted standard
deviation for each neighbourhood. For Bogotá, we calculate the property val-
ues through the stratum, which classiûes buildings in diòerent regimes of tax
payments for utilities and rents in Colombia. Stratum is based on the exter-
nal physical characteristics of the building, and it reects the quality of life of
residents with a six-level classiûcation from 1 (low) to 6 (high).
Jacobs’ fourth and ûnal condition is about concentration of both buildings
and people. Similar to Section 2.3.2.4, we determine population density by
counting the number of people by net acre (the area of the land zoned for
housing). In a neighbourhood with small blocks the land covered by streets
and their intersection is higher, thus this lowers the densitymeasures that use
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where Ei is the set of buildings in neighbourhood i and sq(b) is the sum of
squaremeters of building b.
5.2.4 Social-disorganization
_e Social disorganization theory can be traced back to the Chicago schools of
sociology,which deûned it as the inability of communication and cooperation
to realize common goals and achieve eòective social control. _e original the-
ory was operationalizedmainly through three variables: disadvantage, ethnic
heterogeneity, and residential stability. Although it was later revitalized with
stringer deûnitions of social capital and control, the original theory has still
the advantage to be deûned from census data at scale. _us, we rely on the
original deûnition.
Disadvantage is deûned by the percentage of people living below the poverty
line and by the percentage of unemployment. Since these variables are highly
intra-correlated,we obtain this index through their ûrst eigenvector from Fac-
tor Analysis. Previous studies in Chicago also incorporated in this index the
percentageofpeople receiving public assistance, thepercentageof female-headed
families with children and the percentage of black people. We do not include
race-speciûc variables other than diversity because theymight be present only
in some places and not in others (e.g. native Americans in Bogotá), and to
avoid any race-speciûc bias.
Ethnic diversity represents the diõculties of a community to communicate
and collaborate for a common goal. Accordingly to the literature, it is com-






where si is the proportion of people belonging to the race i, and N is the num-
ber of races. Consistently with the literature we include for US cities: Hispan-
ics, non-Hispanic Blacks,Whites, Asians,NativeHawaiians - Paciûc Islanders
and others. For Bogotá we include: Indigenous, Rom, Islanders (San Andrés),
Palenquero, Black and others.
Similarly to disadvantage, residential stability is calculated from the ûrst
eigenvector from Factor Analysis of the percentage of house owners and the
percentage of residents who lived in the same house one year earlier for US
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cities, and ûve years before for Bogotá. _is controls for the rapid population
turnover in neighbourhoods, which is supposed to lower the people’s attach-
ment to the district.
5.2.5 Mobility
Diòerently from previous chapters, instead of using the raw data, we use a
model that describes the mobility and presence of people in the city. _is al-
lows to describe themovements of people from each area of the city to all the
others with is more similar to the ground truth. First, we ût the data through
the TimeGeo framework [191], state of the art for mobility modelling. _en,
we simulate individual trajectories that are close to the real behaviour of peo-
ple. Finally, we aggregate ows by origin and destination to generate aOrigin-
Destination (OD)matrix, andwe aggregate by source and destination to gener-
ate the average amount of people in a neighbourhood, which we call ambient
population [192].
We note thatwe use the TimeGeo framework to simulate data similar to the
humanmobility through the year, andwe selected all other sources of data (e.g
crime data) at the nearest time interval data available.
5.2.6 Bayesian model
Let yi be the discrete number of crimes for a set of spatial regions i = . . . ,N .
We approximate this behaviourwith aPoisson regression,which is appropriate
to model the non-negative nature of the crime-counts in a city. _e Poisson
regression can be written as:
yi ∼ Poisson(Ei exp(Xiβ)) (37)
where Ei is the expected number of oòences in absence of covariates eòects
(also called oòset variable), β are the coeõcients and Xi are the region-speciûc
covariates that could be correlated with the dependent variable yi . _e restric-
tive assumption of the Poisson distribution to have identical mean and vari-
ance is violated inmany real-world situations.Crime isnot exception.Figure 13
shows that is indeed highly clustered in a small number of places and that there
is high variation from one area to another.
_us, themodel inEquation (37) can be expanded to account additional ran-
dom eòects that accommodate overdispersion. Formal tests on the presence of
overdispersion have conûrmed this assumption (see Appendix A.2).
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Figure 13: Distribution of the number of total committed crimes for each neighbour-
hood.
In Bayesian models the spatial-autocorrelation and random eòects are usu-





Xkβk + b (38)
where b = (b1, . . . , bN)t represent the residual spatial eòect. In this particular
application we deûne the prior of this eòect with aGaussian Markov Random
(MRF) ûeld prior:
b ∼ MVN(0,Σ(θ)) (39)
where θ represents a vectorof variance componentparameters.Althoughmany
MRFmodels are discussed in literature,wehere refer to theLerouxmodel [193]
where b can be represented as a conditional autoregressive (CAR) model with
the conditional distribution of b j being:
b j ∼ N(
λ1







1− λ1 + #W
(1)
j
), j = 1, . . . ,N (40)
where 0 ≤ λ < 1 is the spatial auto-correlation term, #W(1)j denotes thenumber
of neighbours for area j and j ∼ k indicates that area j is neighbour of area k.
Noticeably, when λ = 0 there is Gaussian independence among the areas.
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Aswe haveno prior knowledge about themodel hyperparameters (β, σ2, λ),
these parameters are set with non-informative vague hyperpriors. We set the
priors related to the spatial random eòect as:
τ = σ−2 ∼ C+(0, 1)
λ1 ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
whereC+(0, 1) is a standardhalf-Cauchydistribution on thepositive reals, cho-
sen as a scale parameter to have a better convergence [194] than the previously
used Inverse gamma prior [193].
To account for mobility of each neighbourhood, we normalize the num-
ber of outgoing people with the population level at the home neighbourhood.
_en, we binarize the matrix by setting to 1 all cells with mobility rate higher
than a threshold, 0 otherwise.Diòerently from previous approaches [183], this
threshold is estimated in a Bayesian way with a Uniform prior. _anks to this
matrixW(2)we account formobility in a similarway to spatial auto-correlation.

















where λ2 has the same vague prior of λ1.
As we have no prior knowledge about the model hyperparameters, but we
have to account for collinearity and outliers, we choose to have a robust esti-
mate having Student-t priors for β.
_emodelwas calibrated bymeans ofMarkovChainMonteCarlo (MCMC)
approach. Convergence was assured by the Gelman-Rubin convergence statis-
tics, and discarding the ûrst 25,000 iterations and running the model over
15,000 iterations. _e model was evaluated through the DIC [196] to assess
both themodel complexity and ût. Moreover, we also computed the Bayesian
predictive information criterion (BPIC) [197] that supposedly overcomes the
over-ûtting problems of DIC. Since it is not a common usedmetric asDIC,we
prefer to show it in the SI. As a rule of thumb, diòerences of more than 10 of
DIC rule out the model with higher DIC, while diòerences between 5 and 10
are still considered substantial. However,when the diòerence is less than 5 the
model can be considered comparable.
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5.3 results
While the eòects of urban environment’s characteristics, socio-economic con-
ditions, and mobility have been empirically tested separately [1, 176, 183, 198,
199], to the best of our knowledge, this is the ûrst study to support with large-






























































Bayesian GLM  coefficients for each city
Figure 14: Generalized Linear Model’s β coeõcients showing that Social disorganiza-
tion (A) and Built environment (BE) variables do not act with the same
strength and direction in all cities, and only some of them are clearly con-
tributing to the ût.All together this ûgure shows that there is not a universal
explanation of crime from previous theories.
We begin by presenting the results of the Social-disorganization (SD)model,
whichdescribes crimeonly through socio-economic variables. neighbourhoods
withhigher level of disadvantage, ethnic diversity and residential instability are
posited to havemore social disorganization and, hence, crime [176]. However,
Figure 14 A) shows that SD’s variables do not act with the same strength and
direction in all cities, and only some of them are clearly contributing to the
ût. For example, disadvantage is associated with higher crime in Bogotá and
Chicago, while the opposite is true in Los Angeles. Similarly, places with low
crime have residential stability in Los Angeles and Chicago, while in Bogotá
residential stability is associatedwith higher crime.Ethnic diversity is, in agree-
ment with the Social-disorganization theory, positively correlated with crime
in Los Angeles, Bogotá, and Boston, even though the credible intervals some-
times comprehend zero. InChicago the contrary seems true.Taken all together,
these disagreements on the sign of the correlations suggest that conventional
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metrics based on the original Social-disorganization theory [176]might not be
suõcient to explain crime in the sameway in diòerent cities around theworld.
_e built environment aòects trust and the sense of community and par-
ticipation [10, 198]. _is emphasizes the relationship of social disorganization
with the neighbourhood’s built environment. Table 14 (row IV) shows that
the Median Absolute Percentage Error (MdAPE) and the Deviance Informa-
tion Criterion (DIC) decreases if we add the characteristics of the neighbour-
hood to the SDmodel, at the price of an increasedmodel complexity (pD).We
also see from Table 14 (row II) that the performance of the Built environment
(BE) model is very similar to the SD one, which represent the model using
the classic variables of criminology. _is means that the built environment is
tightly coupled with the people living it [186], and that the use of this informa-
tion makes possible to achieve a good description of crime, even disregarding
socio-economic characteristics related to people.
However, urban characteristics from Jane Jacobs’ theory do not play the
same role in all cities, as Figure 14 B) shows. In Bogotá, Boston and Los An-
geles places with high walkability seem to have higher crime, while Chicago
do not. Higher land-usemix and low building mix in Chicago relate to higher
crime, while in Boston high land-usemix and high building mix are linked to
low crime.
_e diòerence on the results of each city once again suggests that crime
correlates diòerently with space and people. _e urban environment is used
diòerently in each city. Small blocks in U.S., for example, are oen those walk-
able and well-to-do places with low-rise buildings. On the contrary, in Bo-
gotá they are located in low-income and distressed neighbourhoods (see Fig-
ure 15). _us, these coeõcients oen go against Jane Jacobs theory. _e in-
formal surveillance of the theory is based on the presence, at the same time,
of land-use mix, small blocks, building diversity, high population and build-
ing density. Here, we found no city in a complete agreement with this expec-
tation. In particular, crime is positively correlated with the mixture of func-
tions, which supposedly brings people continuously to the neighbourhood
and, hence, "eyes on the street".
People are everyday exposed to diòerent conditions as they typically travel
distances that exceeds the size of neighbourhoods. In linewith routine activity
theory [177], work andmobility also inuence the probability of being targets
of crime. _us, we also consider the mobility of people in and to neighbour-
hoods of the same city as important factor associated with crime. We com-
pute the Origin-Destination (OD) matrix and the number of people that are
usually present in a place (ambient population) from mobile phone data, pas-
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Model Bogotá Boston
DIC (pD) MdAPE DIC (pD) MdAPE
I Social-disorganization (SD) 1235 (115) 44% 330 (30) 43%
II Built environment (BE) 1164 (119) 24% 326 (33) 31%
III Mobility (M) 1112 (137) 37% 335 (35) 40%
IV SD+BE 1159 (120) 22% 326 (37) 21%
V SD+M 1193 (223) 33% 335 (56) 51%
VI BE+M 1092 (228) 23% 334 (60) 32%
VII SD+BE+M (Full) 1080 (237) 19% 315 (65) 38%
Los Angeles Chicago
DIC (pD) MdAPE DIC (pD) MdAPE
I Social-disorganization (SD) 1111 (103) 22% 890 (82) 34%
II Built environment (BE) 1056 (105) 22% 907 (85) 41%
III Mobility (M) 894 (191) 21% - -
IV SD+BE 1052 (109) 19% 890 (89) 27%
V SD+M 911 (105) 18% - -
VI BE+M 952 (205) 17% - -
VII SD+BE+M (Full) 937 (208) 15% - -
Table 14: Results of the crime count models applied for each city.DIC is the Deviance
Information Criterion, pD is the deviance derived from the expected value
of the parameters (aka complexity of themodel),MdAPE is theMedian Ab-
solute Percentage Error between the estimated number of crimes and the
real one. Chicago is shown only for comparison purposes with previous lit-
erature, as we do not have access to its mobility information.
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sively collected for billing purpose. Table 14 (row VII) shows that the jointly
use of SD, BE andmobility (M) variables has the lowestMdAPE andDIC,with
the only exception of Boston, which suòers from the small number of neigh-
bourhoods. _is result means that the best model accounts for all the aspects
of urban life: Social-disorganization of people, the physical characteristics of
the neighbourhoods, and the mobility. Particularly, the ambient population
is one of the most important variables in the model as it seems to better as-
sess the number of people at risk in a place as suggested by previous works
on aggregatedmobility [200], satellite imagery [192], Twitter [201] and census
data [189]. Mobility ows further improve the ût of the Ambient population
model, as shown in SI. Table 14 (row III) shows that also the use ofmobility in-
formation has a very competitive ût. However, this model only explains crime
through the presence of people (ambient population) and the interactions be-
tween places. _us, there is little point in using only this model to describe
ecological factors related to crime.
From Figure 16 we can see the improvement of the ût through the models
in Bogotá comparing each map with the ground truth (D). From le to right,
SD variables over-estimate crime in the eastern part of the city, where people
aremore disadvantaged (see Fig. S8 G)). _e results of the Built environment
(BE)model are very similar to the ground truth but it over-estimates the north-
western part of the city, where residents aremore wealthy (see Fig. S8G)). On
the contrary, the SDmodel in Boston over-estimates crime inwell-to-do areas,
while the BEmodel over-estimates crimes in single land use areas such as the
airport (see Fig. S9 G)).
Finally, themap of the Full model is almost equal to the ground truth map
and its residuals are showed in the right-most map. In the supplementary ma-
(a) Carrera 91c #2-55, Bogotá, Colombia (b) 23 Melrose St, Boston,Massachusetts
Figure 15: Very diòerent characteristics of places in neighbourhoods with the lowest
highest Small blocks index in Bogotá (a) and Boston (b).
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Figure 16:Maps of the estimated number of crime for each neighbourhood in Bogotá
for the A) Social-disorganization, B) Built environment, C) Full model. D)
shows the ground truth crime count. E) shows the spatial pattern of the Full
model’s residuals. _e colors of the maps are chosen through the Natural
Breaks algorithm.
terials (SI),we contrast the relationship of all the factorswith violent and prop-
erty crime composing the total misbehaviour.
5.4 discussion
In this chapter we analysed four diòerent cities, very diòerent in cultural, eco-
nomical, historical and geographical aspects. _e great variability of the dy-
namics and history of each city poses a challenge to the existence of a model
that "ûts it all" able to learn from one city and to predict on another one. Our
cumulative results also conûrm the lack of a uniûed framework that describes
how the socio-economical characteristics of the city are correlated with crime.
Instead,we present amodel able to describe and disentangle the role of diverse
factors in urban crime and draw some theoretical and practical implications.
_e ûnding that the built environment well describes crime supports the
theory of the strong relationship of urban design [74] and planning [10] with
the phenomenon. _e place is thus not only logically required but its char-
acteristics inuence the likelihood of crime [186]. Despite this, Jane Jacobs’
core assumptions have to be considered in context. High diversity and density,
small blocks, land-use-mix, and vacuums are not characteristics to be widely
appraised.While small blocks are linked to beautiful, low-rise houses ofGreen-
wich Village, they could also be linked to slums in Latin America. _is is be-
cause her theoriesweremainly based on observations of themid-20th century
New York, and they can ût diversely in diòerent contexts. However, the study
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of the place should be taken into consideration because it can provide insights
to policymakers to reduce crime. Moreover, the ûnding that built environment
describes the crime aswell (or better) as socio-economical conditions is partic-
ularly relevant for those cities where census data is not available. _us, crime
can also be reliably described through geographic data available in the public
domain.
_e importance of mobility in our results conûrms the hypothesis that ac-
counting for routine exposure to multiple neighbourhoods is important for
crime [183]. Small ows relate tohigher spatialmismatch and social isolation [86,
202], while higher external connectivity improves trust and other dimensions
of internal social order [28]. However, the strong eòect of the mobility ow’s
coeõcient in the models suggest that crime propagates between neighbour-
hoods, as ows create hyperlinks that connect non-adjacent regions and can
thus spread people, diversity, opportunities, but also the crime [185]. In fact,
there might be social processes at work that make the level of crime change
with actions and activities occurring in other neighbourhoods, depending on
the social distance between them [203].
Mobility ows and ambient population strongly relate to crime likelihood
in cities. As previously observed with social interactions [204], we show that
behavioural observations from mobile phone data aremore informative than
static, census information.Mobilephone activity is useful in estimating poverty [205],
well-being [206],unemployment [207] and, thus,mostof the Social-disorganization
variables in real-time._erefore, it is crucial to consider continuously updated
geographical information (i.e. OpenStreetMap) andmobilephone data to achieve
societal goals and develop eòective crime prevention strategies.
Our results demonstrate that the combination of diverse sources of informa-
tion such as urban environment, socio-economical characteristics, andmobil-
ity better describe the crime that any of these factors alone. Moreover,we show
that considering only a subset of these variables can lead to discrepancies and
incomplete pictures of the dynamics of the city. If crime control is the goal, tar-
geting crime through interventions on socio-economic problems only [208]
might not be as eòective as considering the place and people’s mobility aswell.
Our results do not comewithout limitations.We describe crime through the
social disorganization theory and its connection to the informal surveillance
theory.To do so,we use several proxies for the built environment and the socio-
economical characteristics of residents, which might not correspond to the
real collaboration of people. Other variables, based on the friendship network,
education and family might better approximate the social-disorganization of
a community. However, these variables are usually complicated to collect, es-
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pecially at scale, for diòerent cities. We leave to further studies how to ex-
tract proxies of social-disorganization from alternative sources such asmobile
phone data.We note,moreover, thatwe do not focus on forecasting.We stress
that to predict future crime researchers should focus on dynamic information
such as themobility of people (e.g. [209]) and base future prediction on previ-
ous crimes as well. Here, we are instead interested in the possible underlying
mechanisms to identify causes or suitable interventions to ameliorate and pre-
vent crime.
Most of the traditional criminology analysis rely on frequentist p-values
and conûdence intervals that are based on hypothetical unobserved data, and
thus do not allow an interpretation of the underlying phenomena. On the con-
trary,we present a Bayesian analysis that provides the highest density intervals
(HDI), which are based only on observed data, and describe the distribution
of the most credible values of each parameter. Moreover, our framework can
shrink down to zero the variables that are non-necessary to the description of
the crime. In citiesmany variables are collinear to the others, and thiswas oen
neglected in previous approaches. _us, literature oen describes crime with
complexmodels without regularization, that could lead to false interpretation
of the coeõcients and possibly wrong results for policymakers.
5.5 summary
In summary,we have shown that building environment has an eòect on crime,
and this can be instrumental especially in cities where census variables are dif-
ûcult to collect. Moreover, we compared two alternative and almost static deû-
nitions of neighbourhood eòect, namely the Social disorganization theory and
the Jane Jacobs theory._en,wemodelled them togetherwith the dynamics of
people extracted from mobile phone data and shown that the best description
of crime requires tomodel the socio-economic conditions, built-environment
andmobility together.
Our work seeks to make headway on the previous limitation of a single site
of study origin. Analysing multiple cities together exposed criminology theo-
ries to discrepancies and diòerences. Transferringwhatwe learn from one city
to another remains an open question.
Descriptive modelling can help policymakers to understand the use of ur-
ban space and deploy future investments and resources thoughtfully. More-
over, from the scientiûcperspective, descriptivemodelling canprovide insights
for strong predictors, andpotentially for explanatory variables, to be further ex-
plored by explanatorymodelling and experiments [210]._us,we hope that ad-
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ditional research keeps exploring multi-dimensional aspects related to crime,








To understand is to perceive patterns.
— Isaiah Berlin [211]
Globalization and the Internet make us believe that we live in a at world,
where there are no places nor geographical distances. However, local patterns
do exist and inuence our perception and social relations, with consequences
that span beyond the local boundaries. Any investigation aiming at under-
standing citiesmust take into account this complex relationshipbetweenplaces
and human behaviour. For this reason,we here studied cities and people as two
sides of the same coin.
Our dissertation adopted a data mining approach, where we relied on pas-
sively collected data to understand the city.We developednewmodels that aim
at extracting predictive information fromgeographical data,high-level human
perception from images, and tools to analyse cities at scale. Previous literature
has oen relied on limited data sets that reect how a group of people experi-
ence bits of the city. In this thesis, we have found that web, Open and mobile
data oòer insights on how most urban dwellers experience entire cities.
In Chapter 2 we veriûed, for the ûrst time, the four Jane Jacobs’s conditions
necessary for the promotion of urban life in seven Italian cities.We have done
soby operationalizing her concepts in newways:weusedmobilephone records
to extract a proxy for urban vitality, and web data to extract structural proxies
for urban diversity.We showed that the structural and static features of urban
diversity explain as much as 77% of the variability of district activity. _us, as
Jacobs envisioned, vitality and diversity are intimately connected.
_en, we moved to human perception. In Chapter 3 we explored the ques-
tion: “Are safer looking neighbourhoods more lively?” in the context of two
Italian cities:Milan andRome. Our ûndings suggest that perceived safetymod-
ulates the active population in an area, with eòects that depend on age and
gender. _e overall eòect of the safety appearance in activity appears to be pos-
itive, even aer controlling for population, employment density, and distance
to the city centre. Yet, the eòect does not appear to be universal, and depends
on the demographic with the population, with females and people older than
50 appearing to have a stronger preference for the appearance of safety. By
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randomly occluding images in the deep neural network model, we identiûed
patches of images that contribute positively and negatively to safety percep-
tion. We showed that street-facing windows and greenery tend to contribute
positively to an appearance of safety, while lit streets contribute negatively to
it.
In Chapter 4 we analysed the economic impact of neighbourhood charac-
teristics on housing values.We formulated this analysis as amulti-modal now-
casting problem where the price of unseen neighbourhoods’ conditions was
predicted._us,we collected a large dataset of real estate properties neighbour-
hood features based on overlapping geographical boundaries called egohoods.
We found that neighbourhood characteristics seem to drive more than 20%
house ’s advertised price. Our results also show that the use of this informa-
tion in themodel lowers the prediction error by 60%.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we analysed four cities, very diòerent in cultural, eco-
nomic, historical and geographical aspects. We presented a Bayesian model
able to describe and disentangle the role of the diverse factors in urban crime.
We showed that the built environment well describes the urban crime, and it
is very correlated to the socio-economical characteristics of neighbourhoods.
Despite this, Jane Jacobs’ core assumptions have to be considered in context.
High diversity and density, small blocks, land-use-mix, and vacuums are not
characteristics to be widely appraised. While small blocks are linked to beau-
tiful, low-rise houses of Greenwich Village, they could also be linked to slums
in Latin America. However, the study of the place should not be ignored as it
is instrumental for those cities where census data is not available. Our results
also demonstrate that the combination of diverse sources of information such
as urban environment, socio-economical characteristics, and mobility better
describe the crime that any of these factors alone. _us, considering only a
subset of these variables can lead to discrepancies and incomplete pictures of
the dynamics of the city.
Altogether, our results highlight the neighbourhood eòect importance on
the description and prediction of emergent urban patterns. We did not, how-
ever, provide any causal explanation of the observed eòects. For instance, we
cannot distinguish between the hypothesis that the built environment impede
crime, or that criminals with their actions start some processes that modify
the urban physical environment. Nevertheless, our results provide preliminary
evidence suggesting a connection between the physical characteristics, the ap-
pearance and the levels of human activity that is strong enough to manifest it-
self at the city scale. Sincewe rely on new sources of data automatically sensed
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from the environment, our methods can be readily applied to other cities and
complement traditional methods to improve urban spaces.
6.1 the limits
Despite the advancements presented in this thesis,many problems still hinder
the scientiûc understanding of cities through the lens ofmulti-modal data.
First, urban data does not come without a cost. Census and geographical
data are produced by municipalities and scientiûc committees at a slow pace.
_us, althoughwe demonstrated that the built environment and socio-economic
conditions aòect human behaviour and other urban phenomena, our meth-
ods rely on data produced to a large extent by humans. Understanding how to
describe urban environments from passively and automatically collected data
alonemight be the key to understand cities at scale, over time.
Second, our analysis does not consider how neighbourhoods change over
time. _is is mainly due to lack of data. However, this limits the applicability
of ourmethods in real-world scenarios, from predicting and simulating urban
outcomes, to informpolicymakers and stakeholders in urban planning. Includ-
ing temporal aspects in our methodologymight drive future research and the
development of new models.
Finally, alongside the scientiûc limitations of our work, one of the obstacles
to designing impactful research on cities come from the problematic collab-
oration between scientists and policymakers. It is still indeed a problem for
scientists to speak to a diòerent community to rely both on the new streams
of data revealing how the city changes, and on the experience of decision mak-
ers. Tighter collaboration between these two scientiûc ûelds might help under-
standing cities, and avoidwrongurban choices (e.g. LeCorbusier style failures)
that worsen human life in cities.
6.2 if i had to write a second thesis (future directions)
_ese three years of the Ph.D. program were instrumental for investigating
multiple research questions that, inevitably, raised new questions in both ur-
ban studies and computer science. Here we briey describe the topics we are
currently addressing, and those we plan to investigate in the future.
As we have seen, the life of a city is deeply inuenced by its urban struc-
ture and appearance. However, it is still unclear, even for urban planners, how
to design and reûne a neighbourhood in order to accommodate for higher
population, increase safety, or decrease congestion. In ongoing work, we pro-
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pose a novel Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture that serves
to this purpose. Given an aerial image of a neighbourhood and its related at-
tribute (e.g. population of the area), our framework simulates the changes that
would happen to the area at a higher (lower) population. _is work follows re-
cent literature in computer visionwhereGANs have been successfully applied
for transferring style from an image to another [212] or to learn the mapping
between diòerent visual domains [213]. However, existing models usually al-
low mapping an image from one visual domain to another, but they cannot
generate an image where a given attribute satisûes a speciûc value. Here we
plan to create a GAN model that uses both land use constraints and satellite
imagery to generate realistic conditioned urban images. We thus separate the
image in information (e.g., buildings, parks) and content (e.g. street-network)
and generate a new image that modiûes the information conditioned to some
semi-supervised constrains. Qualitative evaluation will be done by urban ex-
perts,whilewewill quantitatively evaluate generate images in a predictive task
were we predict with state of the art models the desired target property from
generated images. Not only does this tool help policymakers to anticipate ur-
ban changes, but it also suggests to urban planners the urban transformation
whichwould induce the desired change to that speciûc attribute (e.g., to lower
traõc)._us, our contribution here is going to bemulti-disciplinary aswewill
introduce a novel GAN scheme, and provide a reliable tool for urban planners.
_en, we plan to study and automatically deûne what is a neighbourhood.
As surprising as it may seem, although literature frequently uses the word
"neighbourhood", we still lack a clear deûnition of its boundaries and mean-
ing. Previous research oen relied on boundaries deûned through surveys, ad-
ministrative areas or census tracts, which delineate homogeneous units with
respect to population characteristics and socio-economic conditions. For ex-
ample, in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 we used administrative bound-
aries that were close to the somewhat unclear deûnition of Jane Jacobs. In-
stead, in Chapter 4, we relied on automatically collected egohoods composed
by a static buòer area surrounding a house. Static deûnitions, however, do
not reect the urban life. As human perception, social interactions andmove-
ments are forever changing, scholars have increasingly relied on automatic
methods to deûne neighbourhoods from social media, location-based social
networks [52, 214] and crowd-sourced methods [215]. Yet, we still lack an un-
ambiguous and theoretically grounded deûnition of neighbourhood._us, fol-
lowing what we learned in Chapter 5, can we deûne neighbourhoods from
mobility, social interactions, and the built environment? What does it happen
if we consider only one of these dimensions? Are they diòerent neighbour-
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hoods? Do we have activity-related neighbourhoods (e.g. work- and home-
neighbourhoods)? Many research ûelds would beneût from a reliable neigh-
bourhood deûnition, from sociology and criminology, to urban planning and
urban health.
One could easily ûll more chapters with research ideas, but, to the delight
of the reader,my thesis must end somewhere.

A
APPEND IX TO CHAPTER 4
a.1 data sources
Table 15: Data sources.
Topics Bogotá Boston
Neighborhoods IDECAB1 Analyze BostonBO1
Blocks DANE* US Census TigerBO3
Census Blocks IDECAB1 US Census Tiger - 2014BO3
Boundaries DANE Analyze BostonBO2
Buildings IDECAB1 Analyze BostonBO4
Crime Local police* Analyze BostonBO5
Employment DANE* ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Ethnicmix DANE* ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Land Use IDECAB1 Analyze BostonBO6
Mobile phone data 12-01, 2013 to 05-31, 2014* 6 weeks in 2010
POIs FoursquareF FoursquareF
Population DANE* ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Poverty Multipurpose Survey (EM)* ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
















F Foursquare API https://developer.foursquare.com/places-api
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Table 16: Data sources.
Topics Los Angeles Chicago
Neighborhoods LAcityLAT Chicago data portalCH1
Blocks US Census TigerLA5 US Census Tiger
Census Blocks LA BlocksLA1 Census BureauC
Boundaries Chicago data portalCH4
Buildings Countywide Building Outlines 2014LA2 Chicago data portalCH4
Crime LAPD 2014LA3 Chicago 2014CH5
Employment ACS 2013 5-yearsACS ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Ethnicmix ACS 2013 5-yearsACS ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Land Use Assessor Parcels – 2014LA4Cook County GovernmentCH6
Mobile phone data 10-15, 2012 to 11-24, 2012* -
POIs FoursquareF FoursquareF
Population ACS 2013 5-yearsACS ACS 2014 5-yearsACS
Poverty ACS 2013 5-yearsACS ACS 2014 5-yearsACS






















F Foursquare API https://developer.foursquare.com/places-api
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a.2 test for overdispersion
We test whether crime has some extra-Poisson variability that has to be ac-
counted for. _e Potthoò-Whittinghill index of dispersion test [216] conûrms




(yi − ȳ)2/ ȳ (41)
that is approximately a chi-square distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom.









With one degree of freedom, the test appears to be signiûcant – the hypothesis
of no overdispersion is again rejected.
a.3 crime mapping
Table 17 show themap of each crime category created by the police of Bogota
and the UCR category described by the FBI in the US.
a.4 additional maps
In this section we show some additional results that might be useful to quali-
tatively interpret the predictive model from the maps. _us, we show Bogotá
in Figure 17, Boston in Figure 18, Los Angeles in Figure 19, and Chicago in
Figure 20.
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Modality Number of crimes UCR part Subsection
Factor De Oportunidad 13300 1 Larceny-the
Atraco 10957 1 Robbery
Raponazo 2958 1 Larceny-the
Cosquilleo 2486 1 Larceny-the
Mechero 2247 1 Arson
Llaves Maestras 1502 1 Larceny-the
Homicidios 1335 1 Criminal homicide
Violación De Cerraduras 1302 1 Larceny-the
Ventosa 994 1 Larceny-the
Rompimiento Vidrio 504 1 Larceny-the
Escopolaminado 458 1 Robbery
Supl. Dijin-Sijin 168 1 Larceny-the
Rompimiento Pared 49 1 Larceny-the
Violacion Caja Fuerte 10 1 Larceny-the
Auto Robo 2 1 Motor vehicle the
Palancas 1 1 Larceny-the
Table 17:Mapping between the crime categories in Bogota and the Uniform Crime
Report (UCR) of the US. Here we show just the UCR part 1 categories.
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Figure 17:_e residuals in Bogotá of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B)
the Built environment (BE) model; C) theMobility (M) model;D) _e full
model.
Figure 18:_e residuals in Boston of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B)
the Built environment (BE) model; C) theMobility (M) model;D) _e full
model.
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Figure 19:_e residuals in LosAngeles of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model;
B) the Built environment (BE) model; C) theMobility (M) model; D) _e
full model.
Figure 20:_e residuals in Chicago of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B)
the Built environment (BE) model; C) theMobility (M) model;D) _e full
model.
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Figure 21:_e ût in Bogotá of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B) the
Built environment (BE) model; C) theMobility (M) model; and D) the Full
model. E) Shows the ground truth data of crime counts. F) _e residual er-
ror of the Full model. G) the social disorganization index distribution; H)
_emobility of people. Origin nodes are colored by the social disorganiza-
tion index grouped in three bins,while the sizes represent the total number
of commuting trips.
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Figure 22:_e ût in Boston of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B) the
Built environment (BE) model;C) theMobility (M)model; and D) the Full
model. E) Shows the ground truth data of crime counts. F) _e residual er-
ror of the Full model. G) the social disorganization index distribution; H)
_emobility of people. Origin nodes are colored by the social disorganiza-
tion index grouped in three bins,while the sizes represent the total number
of commuting trips.
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Figure 23:_e ût in LosAngeles of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B) the
Built environment (BE) model;C) theMobility (M)model; and D) the Full
model. E) Shows the ground truth data of crime counts. F) _e residual er-
ror of the Full model. G) the social disorganization index distribution; H)
_emobility of people. Origin nodes are colored by the social disorganiza-
tion index grouped in three bins,while the sizes represent the total number
of commuting trips.
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Figure 24:_e ût in Chicago of: A) the Social-Disorganization (SD) model; B) the
Built environment (BE) model;C) the SD+BEmodel.D) _e ground truth
data of crime counts. E) _e residual error of the SD+BE model. F) the
disorganization index distribution.
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a.5 results broken down by crime type
Results might be inuenced by the type of crime. For example, the presence
of small blocks could have an higher eòect on property crimes than violent
ones. For this reason, we here compare the β coeõcients of the models with
all the crimes (Total crime), the ones using only property crimes, and ûnally
themodels using violent crimes only.
We show Bogotámodels in Table 18, Table 21, Table 25, and Table 29. Boston
models are then listed in Table 19, Table 22, Table 26, and Table 30, while Los
Angeles in Table 20, Table 23, Table 27, and Table 31. Finally, Chicago is shown
in Table 24, and Table 28.
Table 18: Results of the crime count full model in Bogotá. HDI is theHighestDensity
Interval (2.5%, 97.5%).
Bogotá, Full model Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix 0.05 (-0.04, 0.13) 0.04 (-0.05, 0.13) 0.10 (0.01, 0.19)
Small blocks -0.02 (-0.21, 0.17) 0.08 (-0.12, 0.29) -0.22 (-0.42, -0.01)
Building diversity 0.13 (-0.01, 0.26) 0.18 (0.03, 0.34) 0.08 (-0.07, 0.22)
Population density -0.67 (-0.88, -0.46) -0.78 (-1.03, -0.53) -0.47 (-0.71, -0.24)
Building density 0.26 (0.11, 0.40) 0.30 (0.14, 0.46) 0.17 (0.02, 0.34)
Walkscore 0.20 (0.08, 0.31) 0.28 (0.15, 0.40) 0.12 (0.01, 0.24)
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index 0.07 (-0.04, 0.17) 0.01 (-0.11, 0.14) 0.09 (-0.01, 0.21)
Ethnic diversity 0.03 (-0.06, 0.12) 0.04 (-0.05, 0.14) 0.03 (-0.07, 0.13)
Residential stability 0.09 (-0.00, 0.19) 0.11 (0.00, 0.21) 0.04 (-0.07, 0.14)
Mobility
Ambient population 0.33 (0.16, 0.53) 0.27 (0.11, 0.44) 0.35 (0.16, 0.55)
Mobility autocorr. 0.57 (0.13, 1.00) 0.48 (0.06, 0.91) 0.54 (0.13, 1.00)
Others
Population. 0.76 (0.48, 1.02) 0.90 (0.61, 1.21) 0.55 (0.26, 0.83)
Spatial autocorr. 0.98 (0.96, 1.00) 0.98 (0.96, 1.00) 0.98 (0.94, 1.00)
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Table 19: Results of the crime count full model in Boston.
Boston, Full model Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix -0.08 (-0.34, 0.17) -0.05 (-0.30, 0.20) -0.27 (-0.64, 0.10)
Small blocks 0.44 (-0.12, 0.94) 0.43 (-0.07, 0.95) 0.26 (-0.43, 0.94)
Building diversity 0.18 (-0.13, 0.50) 0.19 (-0.11, 0.50) 0.04 (-0.40, 0.46)
Population density -0.34 (-0.94, 0.29) -0.35 (-0.96, 0.26) -0.18 (-0.96, 0.61)
Building density 0.34 (-0.55, 1.25) 0.34 (-0.58, 1.20) 0.09 (-1.02, 1.23)
Walkscore 0.61 (0.17, 1.03) 0.63 (0.21, 1.03) 0.24 (-0.35, 0.82)
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index 1.02 (0.41, 1.61) 0.93 (0.36, 1.53) 1.16 (0.37, 1.99)
Ethnic diversity -0.12 (-0.32, 0.08) -0.13 (-0.33, 0.07) 0.08 (-0.21, 0.36)
Residential stability -0.68 (-1.25, -0.08) -0.68 (-1.24, -0.12) -0.42 (-1.23, 0.39)
Mobility
Ambient population 0.61 (-0.26, 1.47) 0.65 (-0.20, 1.51) 0.71 (-0.33, 1.78)
Mobility autocorr. 0.45 (0.06, 0.85) 0.45 (0.07, 0.85) 0.46 (0.07, 0.86)
Others
Population. 0.65 (-0.19, 1.54) 0.63 (-0.24, 1.45) 0.54 (-0.52, 1.58)
Spatial autocorr. 0.97 (0.93, 1.00) 0.97 (0.93, 1.00) 0.91 (0.81, 0.99)
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Table 20: Results of the crime count full model in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Full model Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix -0.00 (-0.06, 0.06) -0.01 (-0.07, 0.05) 0.02 (-0.07, 0.12)
Small blocks -0.07 (-0.19, 0.06) -0.09 (-0.21, 0.04) -0.11 (-0.30, 0.09)
Building diversity 0.03 (-0.04, 0.09) 0.04 (-0.03, 0.10) -0.05 (-0.15, 0.05)
Population density -0.29 (-0.46, -0.12) -0.35 (-0.51, -0.18) -0.20 (-0.47, 0.07)
Building density 0.14 (0.02, 0.27) 0.16 (0.04, 0.28) 0.06 (-0.14, 0.26)
Walkscore 0.03 (-0.07, 0.13) 0.01 (-0.09, 0.11) 0.14 (-0.03, 0.31)
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index -0.01 (-0.13, 0.10) -0.07 (-0.18, 0.04) 0.36 (0.18, 0.55)
Ethnic diversity -0.05 (-0.12, 0.01) -0.04 (-0.11, 0.02) -0.08 (-0.18, 0.02)
Residential stability -0.18 (-0.31, -0.05) -0.22 (-0.34, -0.09) -0.09 (-0.29, 0.12)
Mobility
Ambient population 0.37 (0.11, 0.61) 0.31 (0.07, 0.55) 0.41 (0.02, 0.82)
Mobility autocorr. 0.46 (0.06, 0.86) 0.46 (0.07, 0.87) 0.45 (0.06, 0.84)
Others
Population. 0.18 (-0.08, 0.43) 0.24 (0.00, 0.49) 0.10 (-0.29, 0.51)
Spatial autocorr. 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.98 (0.95, 1.00)
Table 21: Results of the crime count Social-Disorganization (SD) model in Bogotá.
Bogotá Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index 0.08 (-0.02, 0.17) 0.02 (-0.10, 0.13) 0.13 (0.04, 0.22)
Ethnic diversity 0.10 (-0.03, 0.23) 0.12 (-0.04, 0.25) 0.08 (-0.05, 0.20)
Residential stability 0.14 (-0.01, 0.28) 0.19 (0.04, 0.35) 0.06 (-0.08, 0.20)
Others
Population. 0.72 (0.58, 0.85) 0.74 (0.60, 0.89) 0.75 (0.61, 0.87)
Spatial autocorr. 0.90 (0.82, 0.97) 0.89 (0.79, 0.97) 0.89 (0.81, 0.98)
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Table 22: Results of the crime count Social-Disorganization (SD) model in Boston.
Boston Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index 0.22 (-0.29, 0.74) 0.31 (-0.42, 1.05) 0.77 (0.02, 1.58)
Ethnic diversity 0.06 (-0.19, 0.31) 0.05 (-0.21, 0.30) 0.19 (-0.09, 0.47)
Residential stability -0.16 (-0.77, 0.43) -0.15 (-0.79, 0.47) -0.26 (-0.94, 0.41)
Others
Population. 1.18 (0.79, 1.58) 1.40 (0.94, 1.87) 1.21 (0.72, 1.71)
Spatial autocorr. 0.89 (0.79, 0.99) 0.89 (0.79, 0.98) 0.82 (0.68, 0.96)
Table 23: Results of the crime count Social-Disorganization (SD) model in Los Ange-
les.
Los Angeles Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index -0.23 (-0.38, -0.07) -0.31 (-0.46, -0.14) 0.17 (-0.00, 0.34)
Ethnic diversity 0.02 (-0.07, 0.10) 0.02 (-0.06, 0.11) -0.01 (-0.10, 0.09)
Residential stability -0.25 (-0.40, -0.10) -0.27 (-0.42, -0.12) -0.26 (-0.44, -0.10)
Others
Population. 0.51 (0.44, 0.58) 0.52 (0.45, 0.59) 0.45 (0.37, 0.54)
Spatial autocorr. 0.97 (0.94, 1.00) 0.97 (0.93, 0.99) 0.95 (0.90, 0.99)
Table 24: Results of the crime count Social-Disorganization (SD) model in Chicago.
Chicago Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Social-disorganization
Disadvantage index 0.11 (-0.06, 0.29) 0.02 (-0.15, 0.20) 0.48 (0.27, 0.69)
Ethnic diversity -0.03 (-0.12, 0.05) -0.02 (-0.12, 0.06) -0.06 (-0.16, 0.04)
Residential stability -0.12 (-0.29, 0.06) -0.14 (-0.32, 0.04) -0.02 (-0.24, 0.20)
Others
Population. 0.69 (0.61, 0.77) 0.67 (0.59, 0.76) 0.79 (0.69, 0.89)
Spatial autocorr. 0.96 (0.93, 1.00) 0.96 (0.93, 0.99) 0.94 (0.89, 0.99)
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Table 25: Results of the crime count Built environment (BE) model in Bogotá.
Bogotá Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix 0.04 (-0.05, 0.13) 0.03 (-0.06, 0.13) 0.10 (-0.01, 0.19)
Small blocks 0.10 (-0.08, 0.27) 0.22 (0.02, 0.40) -0.16 (-0.35, 0.03)
Building diversity 0.02 (-0.09, 0.13) 0.18 (0.05, 0.32) -0.06 (-0.18, 0.05)
Population density -0.99 (-1.18, -0.81) -1.08 (-1.28, -0.89) -0.87 (-1.07, -0.67)
Building density 0.38 (0.24, 0.51) 0.47 (0.32, 0.62) 0.26 (0.11, 0.40)
Walkscore 0.19 (0.07, 0.31) 0.22 (0.09, 0.35) 0.13 (0.00, 0.26)
Others
Population. 1.25 (1.05, 1.45) 1.35 (1.13, 1.57) 1.10 (0.89, 1.31)
Spatial autocorr. 0.94 (0.89, 0.99) 0.94 (0.88, 0.99) 0.93 (0.87, 0.99)
Table 26: Results of the crime count Built environment (BE) model in Boston.
Boston Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix -0.18 (-0.47, 0.11) -0.17 (-0.45, 0.10) -0.35 (-0.78, 0.11)
Small blocks -0.02 (-0.41, 0.39) 0.08 (-0.41, 0.56) 0.16 (-0.58, 0.90)
Building diversity 0.16 (-0.14, 0.45) 0.15 (-0.11, 0.43) 0.17 (-0.26, 0.63)
Population density -0.56 (-1.17, 0.08) -0.70 (-1.37, -0.02) -0.27 (-1.11, 0.62)
Building density 0.46 (-0.20, 1.06) 0.88 (-0.14, 1.88) 0.29 (-0.95, 1.55)
Walkscore 0.27 (-0.20, 0.73) 0.31 (-0.08, 0.73) 0.15 (-0.47, 0.79)
Others
Population. 1.28 (0.96, 1.58) 1.52 (1.16, 1.86) 1.34 (0.78, 1.90)
Spatial autocorr. 0.91 (0.83, 0.99) 0.92 (0.84, 0.99) 0.81 (0.66, 0.96)
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Table 27: Results of the crime count Built environment (BE) model in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix 0.02 (-0.04, 0.08) 0.01 (-0.05, 0.07) 0.06 (-0.04, 0.17)
Small blocks -0.02 (-0.13, 0.10) -0.04 (-0.16, 0.07) 0.07 (-0.12, 0.26)
Building diversity 0.05 (-0.01, 0.11) 0.06 (0.00, 0.13) -0.02 (-0.13, 0.08)
Population density -0.42 (-0.52, -0.32) -0.46 (-0.56, -0.36) -0.18 (-0.35, -0.01)
Building density 0.27 (0.17, 0.37) 0.28 (0.18, 0.38) 0.21 (0.04, 0.40)
Walkscore 0.11 (0.02, 0.22) 0.09 (-0.01, 0.19) 0.27 (0.10, 0.45)
Others
Population. 0.55 (0.50, 0.61) 0.56 (0.51, 0.62) 0.50 (0.40, 0.60)
Spatial autocorr. 0.98 (0.96, 1.00) 0.98 (0.95, 1.00) 0.95 (0.90, 0.99)
Table 28: Results of the crime count Built environment (BE) model in Chicago.
Chicago Total crime Property crime Violent crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Built environment
Land-use-mix 0.12 (0.02, 0.22) 0.13 (0.03, 0.22) 0.08 (-0.06, 0.22)
Small blocks -0.00 (-0.14, 0.14) 0.00 (-0.13, 0.13) -0.09 (-0.28, 0.11)
Building diversity -0.09 (-0.26, 0.08) -0.03 (-0.19, 0.13) -0.36 (-0.61, -0.13)
Population density -0.15 (-0.36, 0.06) -0.25 (-0.44, -0.05) 0.22 (-0.08, 0.51)
Building density 0.01 (-0.18, 0.20) 0.08 (-0.10, 0.26) -0.25 (-0.51, 0.03)
Walkscore -0.07 (-0.26, 0.10) -0.03 (-0.20, 0.14) -0.23 (-0.50, 0.02)
Others
Population. 0.76 (0.66, 0.86) 0.76 (0.66, 0.84) 0.82 (0.69, 0.96)
Spatial autocorr. 0.96 (0.93, 1.00) 0.97 (0.93, 1.00) 0.94 (0.88, 0.99)
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Table 29: Results of the crime count Mobility (M) model in Bogotá.
Bogotá Property crime Violent crime Total crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Mobility
Ambient population 0.62 (0.45, 0.87) 0.61 (0.43, 0.81) 0.58 (0.44, 0.72)
Mobility autocorr. 0.52 (0.12, 1.00) 0.50 (0.12, 1.00) 0.50 (0.12, 1.00)
Others
Population. 0.21 (0.03, 0.36) 0.21 (0.03, 0.38) 0.29 (0.16, 0.42)
Spatial autocorr. 0.96 (0.92, 1.00) 0.96 (0.92, 1.00) 0.96 (0.91, 1.00)
Table 30: Results of the crime count Mobility (M) model in Boston.
Boston Property crime Violent crime Total crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Mobility
Ambient population 1.10 (0.34, 1.83) 1.17 (0.45, 1.88) 0.61 (-0.39, 1.61)
Mobility autocorr. 0.47 (0.07, 0.88) 0.47 (0.06, 0.88) 0.48 (0.08, 0.88)
Others
Population. 0.49 (-0.16, 1.20) 0.43 (-0.23, 1.05) 0.86 (-0.04, 1.73)
Spatial autocorr. 0.97 (0.92, 1.00) 0.97 (0.93, 1.00) 0.93 (0.83, 1.00)
Table 31: Results of the crime count Mobility (M) model in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Property crime Violent crime Total crime
β HDI β HDI β HDI
Mobility
Ambient population 0.72 (0.52, 0.91) 0.74 (0.54, 0.94) 0.46 (0.12, 0.79)
Mobility autocorr. 0.46 (0.06, 0.86) 0.46 (0.05, 0.85) 0.45 (0.06, 0.85)
Others
Population. -0.14 (-0.34, 0.05) -0.17 (-0.37, 0.03) 0.14 (-0.20, 0.47)
Spatial autocorr. 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.99 (0.99, 1.00) 0.97 (0.94, 1.00)
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